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T H E O L O G I C A L  P E R S P E C T I V E S

 If you are taking an athlete through a Critical Issues or Follow up Bible Study (see below), it may be 
helpful to read through the Theological Perspective piece under which the Issue falls.  Currently there are eight 
Theological Perspectives.  These pieces have been written to give you more understanding of what the Bible has 
to say about the larger areas such as emotions, the body or money.  Because we cannot all be experts in every 
issue an athlete or coach may deal with, we have enlisted experts (biblical scholars and sport practitioners) 
to deepen our understanding of these issues from a biblical perspective.  This will help you answer further 
questions to those you are trying to help and give you deeper insight into the spiritual needs underlying the 
specific.   The Theological Perspectives are intended to help you prepare to walk an athlete or coach through the 
Critical Issue or Follow Up Bible Study.

C R I T I C A L  I S S U E S

 The core of the material are the 25 Critical Issues which range in nature from Body Image, to Fear of 
Failure, to Fair Play.  The Critical Issues are written in such a way that the athlete or coach can walk through 
them on their own or alongside a chaplain, coach or mentor.  Each Critical Issue offers practical help with the 
particular issue the athlete is dealing with to help them succeed in this area of their sport or personal life. The 
coach, chaplain or mentor can present this practical help to an athlete or a team based on a felt need observed or 
expressed, a coach’s request, or as a personal development curriculum.  USer’S GUIDe

the sport Life series is designed to give practical help to 
the elite or high level athlete on a wide range of issues 

from a Christ-centered worldview. there are three types 
of material in the series: theological Perspectives, Critical 

issues and Follow Up bible studies.

F O L L O W  U P  B I B L E  S T U D I E S
 
 The Follow Up Bible Studies are written to introduce the athlete or coach to what the Bible has to say 
about the specific issue dealt with in the Critical Issue.  They are very simple and focused Bible Studies based 
on one or two Bible passages. Each one contains a life and/or sport application and closes with a simple prayer.  
These can be given to an athlete to go through on their own or walked through with the coach, chaplain or 
mentor.  It should take about 20 minutes.  As you are finishing up a Critical Issue with an athlete you can simply 
ask them a questions such as, “I hope this has been helpful to you.  If you are interested, I also have a similar 
piece which explains what the Bible has to say about this issue which has been developed for athletes like 
yourself.  Would you be interested in meeting again and looking at that together?”  Additionally, after you have 
gone through a Critical Issue and Follow Up Bible Study with an athlete, you can also offer them the Theological 
Perspective to work through on their own.

 Finally, if you are presenting these materials or walking an athlete or coach through them, it is important 
to not present yourself as more credentialed or qualified than you are.  We are not trying to replace sport 
psychologists, nutritionists, or financial planners.  It is best to print and present only one issue to an athlete or 
coach at a time, so as not to overwhelm or confuse them.  Simply print out the Critical Issue that deals with the 
felt need you are trying to address and present that to the athlete or team you are working with.  Then if you 
have opportunity to follow up with them, move on to the Follow Up Bible Study for that particular Critical Issue.

 It is our prayer that these materials allow you to serve the athletes and coaches with whom God has 
given you influence, or perhaps to open doors for you to serve an athlete, coach or team.  We pray that these 
materials will not only help athletes with practical problems they are facing, but also lead to discipleship and 
growth of these athletes in coaches as they wrestle with the areas they are passionate about from a Biblical 
perspective. 
 

*the beliefs and opinions expressed in this curriculum are those of the authors  
and do not necessarily reflect those of the athletes pictured therein. 
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the human body

THeOlOGICal
PerSPeCTIVe

 in these bodies we play sports and 
live life. the human body is linked to 
the thrill of victory, the disappointment 

in defeat, and sweat of fatigue. how should we think about and inhabit our bodies 
as Christ-followers? What convictions and principles help us to make sense of our 
bodies? if god has made you athletic, then the pleasure you experience in your body 
should relate to what god says about your body.  

If GOD CreaTeS anD PrOnOUnCeS THaT OUr bODIeS are GOOD, THen aS THe  
CreaTOr He GIVeS OUr bODIeS meanInG anD PUrPOSe In SPOrT anD lIfe. 

 We do not just have bodies. We are our bodies. Our bodies inescapably relate to who we are and what we do in 
sport and life. No bodies, no sport. Sport is an embodied performance which humans do in the good bodies God created.  That 
means our bodies matter. Since our bodies are good gifts from God, then, what we do with the work of our heads, hands 
and feet in the games we love to play should support and express the God-given value of the human body. A Christ-centered 
understanding of the body is informed and transformed by the story the Bible tells about human bodies. 

SPOrTS SPrInG fOrTH frOm OUr CreaTeD bODIeS anD  
exIST In a wOrlD THaT GOD enTHUSIaSTICally DeClareD IS GOOD. 

 In Genesis 1, we read that God is the creator of all things and God repeatedly announces that everything He made is 
good. In fact, God summarily concludes after creating everything that all of “it was very good” (Genesis 1:31). That means first 
that whatever God makes is part of his good handiwork, and, as his wonderful creation, He blesses it as a gift. God does 
not make mistakes. Just as flowers, lakes, and mountains are never merely what we perceive them to be so also our bodies 
signify divine splendor and gift. Our bodies are instruments of God’s grace and they allow us to explore creatively the good 
gifts and pleasures of sport (e.g., mastering skills, contesting with others’ bodies, discovering our potential and bodily limits, 
etc.). These bodily experiences are gifts and they should point to God, for God made us to bring  forth excellence and joy in 
our sports. 

 Second, it means that if God makes and blesses our bodies as good then they are not fundamentally bad.  Now, of 
course, our bodies can be used for either moral good or moral evil but they are not intrinsically evil. An athlete, for example, 
can use her body as a weapon to harm others, which when done is morally wrong, or she can coordinate and discipline 
her bodily movement skillfully to serve her teammates and co-contestants, which is morally right. Unfortunately, there has 
been an unhelpful belief adopted both by both committed believers and not-yet-believers that the body is inherently evil 
or indifferent. If our bodies are evil, then physical exertions and contests such as sports would be blameworthy from the 
start. It also means that there are two sources of creation: one god who creates good things, like souls, and another god 
who creates bad things, like bodies.. If true,  then anything we do in our bodies would be evil.  Bad bodies, bad sport. When 
followers of Jesus have wrongly believed this, it has often meant that ministry, for instance, is more about the soul and 
spiritual matters since these are perceived as inherently good, leaving what we do with our bodies as not really important. 
If applied further to sport, then sport gets identified as secular, part of this supposed bad world, while evangelism, prayer 
and Bible study are spiritual and thus, where real sports ministry and kingdom work occurs. This results in athletes, coaches 

and sports ministers who profess to follow Jesus, but have no theological connection of how to relate their bodies to their 
faith in the world. The apostle Paul, in 1 Timothy 4:1-5, argues against this negative view of and indifference to the world 
when considering food and sex, both of which are like sports, for they are intimately related to our physical bodies and 
existence. Paul vehemently denies such thinking for he insists that everything God created is good and that we should 
not reject or deny such things but receive them with gratitude. The writer of Ecclesiastes (2:24-25) says something similar 
about receiving food and drink as gifts to be enjoyed, for they are from the very hand of God.

If GOD PrOnOUnCeS OUr bODIeS aS GOOD GIfTS, THen OUr fIrST  
reSPOnSIbIlITy IS TO reCeIVe THem wITH THankSGIVInG. 

 When we give thanks for our bodies before, during and after competition, we celebrate to the reality that our bodies 
are gifts from the hand of God. When we say ‘yes’ to our bodies, we are saying they are good just as God did in the beginning 
(Genesis 1:31). How we treat and relate to our bodies in attitude, word and deed should correspond to the objective value 
of goodness and blessing God ascribes to them. The opposite is also true, when we show disgust or hate for our bodies or 
others’ bodies in our language and treatment, we not only deny or reject bodily dignity but we ultimately curse God for these 
bodies. Furthermore, any mistreatment of the body trespasses against the goodness of the gift, regardless of the rules or 
traditions of a particular sport—from fighting and the use of performance-enhancing drugs to eating disorders. And, like all 
other sins, bodily mistreatment affects our relationship with self, others and God.

SInCe OUr bODIeS wIll be reSUrreCTeD, HOw we USe OUr bODIeS nOw In SPOrTS  
SHOUlD aGree wITH THe wHOleneSS we anTICIPaTe anD HOPe fOr In THe reSUrreCTIOn. 

 Although our bodies are created good, the power of sin and death pollute and corrupt human bodies. There is a sin 
problem in this world which Biblical accounts refer to as “the fall” and this affects all of life including our bodies. When we 
experience brokenness, disease and the burden of our bodies, it is because sin perverts and misdirects our bodies. The only 
solution to this problem is redemption in Jesus Christ. 
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GOD In JeSUS CHrIST Came TO reCOnCIle TO HImSelf all  
THInGS, wHICH enCOmPaSSeS OUr bODIeS (COlOSSIanS 1:15-20). 

 Paul argues that Jesus Christ is Creator and Redeemer which means he is the answer to restoring what sin 
messes up in God’s good created world. This is called “the Good News” concerning Jesus Christ, and it rests on the fact that 
God came to us in the flesh, a human body. Christ incarnate confirms that our human bodies are good, good enough that 
the Son of God took on a human body for his body as the way and means for God to redeem us. 

 In 1 Corinthians 6:12-20, Paul gets right to the point about our bodies and how they relate to the story of Jesus. 
He concludes that our bodies are important for three reasons: our bodies will be resurrected just as Jesus’ body (6:13-14), 
our bodies are a temple of the Holy Spirit (6: 18-19), and God owns our bodies (6:15-17, 20). The resurrection of our bodies 
means that the bodies and souls God made in the beginning will remain together as good in the new heaven and earth. God 
loves us now with our bodies and on into the future. Neither the physical nor spiritual is more sacred; the physical body, 
as Bonhoeffer states, “possesses a high dignity… Man is a bodily being, and remains so in eternity as well. Bodiliness and 
human life belong inseparably together.”

 If our bodies are indwelt by the Holy Spirit, then our bodies are sacred and not to be profaned. Paul specifically 
addresses moral issues related to the body.  He addresses sexual immorality, condemning premarital and extramarital sex 
as wrong, because they offend the very presence of God in our bodies. The Spirit of God connects us more deeply to the 
moral and physical health of our bodies. However, although our bodies are to be rightly esteemed, they should not be made 
gods. their value is linked to God’s Spirit, not our bodies in themselves. By implication, any action in sports which harms 
our bodies shows disrespect toward the Holy Spirit, who now resides in our bodies. If we abuse our bodies, we call into 
question our Creator and Redeemer’s value of our bodies.

 Finally, Paul declares that our bodies are under new ownership: God is the Lord of our bodies. When this truth is 
neglected, players and coaches often think that what they do to their bodies is their own prerogative and they are free 
to behave as they want with their bodies. Practically, this means that, if you are injured, the team trainers, physicians, 
coaches and administrators do not own your bodies. You must be honest about your injury while respecting their advice. 
Playing with pain is never justifiable if it puts you or others solely in charge of what you do with your body and risks further 
harm to God’s care and concern for your body. 

N OT E S

If OUr bODIeS HaVe been reDeemeD, THen wHaT we DO In OUr bODIeS SHOUlD GlOrIfy GOD. 

 For someone to call him- or herself a “Christ-following athlete,” there should be something uniquely Christlike about 
the way he or she uses the body. Paul makes it clear that as our bodies are owned by God, whatever we do in our bodies 
should bring glory to God. So, when you run, swim, dribble or pass the ball, you can take pleasure in the body God has given 
you as a gift to glorify Him.

Q U E S T I O N S  F O R  R E F L E C T I O N

Is your approach to sports ministry limited to the ‘spiritual’ (evangelism, prayer and 1. 
Bible study)? In what ways might you broaden the scope of your ministry to also help 
sportspersons connect how they relate to their body with their faith?  

In your particular sports context, in what ways have you observed an under-appreciation of 2. 
the human body, both in the behavior of others and in your own thoughts? 

When a star player is injured and the game stops, what is often the greatest concern in 3. 
the minds of the players, coaches and fans? What about the greatest concern in the mind 
of God? How might this perspective shape decisions about whether or when the player will 
return to competition? 

Imagine you are a sports chaplain or a coach for elite athletes. For the following two 4. 
scenarios, reflect on how you would address the situation. Allow your knowledge of the God-
given value of the human body to inform your approach: 
 
>  You just met with a football player who is concerned for his teammate who has recently 
started using performance-enhancing drugs. 
 
>  A female cross-country runner displays clear warning signs for potential health risks 
associated with an eating problem. However the head coach continues to allow her to race 
because she has gotten increasingly faster over the season.  

In your specific sports context, where do you see each of the following: 5. 
 
>  Evidence for the created goodness of the human body? 
 
>  Ways the body is misdirected toward evil (harm toward others or self)? 
 
>  Opportunities to be an agent for Christ’s redemption?

RESOURCES FOR FURTHER STUDY >>>
 
www.relevantmagazine.com/god/practical-faith/theology-body
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CrITICal 
ISSUeS In 

SPOrT

 imagine your favorite recovery day or out-of-season physical 
activity—the workout or activity you choose when the training schedule does 
not tell you what you must do.  What emotions, thoughts and senses do 
you experience as you play on your day off?  does being in your body feel 
differently on these days than during your intense training workouts?

Every athlete appreciates the importance of systematic training.  In order to compete at 
your best, your time, energy and emotions often need to center on results.  It can be useful 
to view your body as a machine during intense bouts of training. But seeing the body as 
only a machine can create a disconnection between your physical and psychological self.  

athLetes Can Create an identity based on  bodiLy PerFormanCe aLone and 
Can negLeCt the PsyChoLogiCaL and sPiritUaL asPeCts oF a baLanCed vieW.

You have probably experienced negative emotions and perhaps even injury following 
excessive periods of machine-like training.  Unbalanced training can cause athletes 
to burn out.

Playful physical activities provide a reminder that we are more than machines.  The 
enjoyment, satisfaction and rest hint that our bodies are an important part within a whole and balanced system.  A holistic 
view of your identity can allow you to experience meaning within your athletic performances, even the machine-like ones.

Step back and evaluate
Do you view your body primarily as a way to perform and achieve specific goals or skills?•	
What is more important for you: experiencing meaning through your sport or the outcome?•	
When was the last time you enjoyed a physical activity for its own sake?•	
Have you made decisions that you knew would harm your body because you thought it would benefit performance?•	

DUALISM

Parts are distinct.
My mind is independent 
and more important.
My body is dependent 
and less important.

I can undervalue my 
body.  

MONISM

Parts are not distinct.
Physicalist: “I am all 
physical” OR                   
Idealist: “I am all mind.”

I can create an identity 
based only on my physical 
body and neglect.

Tips for maintaining a balanced Perspective
Schedule rest days into your training that do not focus on results. •	
Focus on sensations, thoughts and emotions during your workout.•	
Engage in relaxation techniques on most days (meditation, prayer, music, etc).•	
Use this time to appreciate the connection between your mind and body.  •	
Pursue interactions and conversations that include more than training details.•	

“I am my body.”
—Gabriel Marcel, 

20th century French 
philosopher

RESOURCES >>>  the Price of gold  vimeo.com/51345348

the human
body:
caring for
my body

HOLISM

System can’t be 
reduced to parts.
“My whole system 
determines how parts 
behave.”

I view my body as part 
of a balanced, whole 
system.

MIND & BODY

IMPLICATIONS
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In what ways do you need to take more care to honor your body, or temple, in and through sport?  What 4. 
things do you need to “flee” in order to care for the body God has given you in and through sport? 
 
 
 
 
 

Based on this passage, does God consider the physical or the spiritual more sacred?  Who from your 5. 
sporting circle would benefit from understanding this distinction?

Lord JesUs, thank yoU For the body yoU have given me.  heLP me to Care For it 
in a Way that brings honor to yoU as i do this thing i Love, CaLLed sPort.  PLease 

ProteCt my body From inJUry, and give me Wisdom as i train and deveLoP it.

R E A D  1  C O R .  6 : 1 2 - 2 0  

Name four general observations about the human body from this passage. 1. 
 
 
 

What value is placed on the body in this passage? 2. 
 
 
 

The passage gives both positive (caring for the temple) and negative (avoiding sexual immorality) instruction for 3. 
body care.  How can we relate both these positive and negative instruction regarding the body to our use of our 
bodies in sport?  Try to give specific examples. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

additional bible references on Caring for your body >>>     
1 Corinthians 15:35-55,  2 Corinthians 5:1-6.

bIble
STUDy

the human
body:

caring for
my body

 our ability to do sport, well or poorly, is highly 
correlated to the attention we have given to our bodies 
in the hours, days, weeks and months leading up to 
the sport event.  sport is a competition of bodies 
and minds.

The Bible has much to say about how we care for the bodies 
God has given us.  After the completion of creation God 
declared our bodies, along with the rest of creation, to 
be “very good.”  In the New Testament, the apostle Paul 
transfers the Old Testament concept of the temple of 
God to the human body.  The ramifications of this 
transfer extend even to how we care for and use 
our bodies in sport.
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Many people describe an elite athlete as having been given 
a ‘gift’ a body seemingly created to perform on a level far 
greater than others. Yet, elite athletes know just how much 
work has been put into that ‘gift,’ and just how hard it is to 
maintain their elite level of performance. The ‘gift’ can lead 
to a lifetime of adoration and opportunity. The pressure to 
maintain the ‘gift’ can lead to choices in an athlete’s life, the 
results of which will last a lifetime. 

The use of PEDs by athletes has been implicated in higher 
rates of joint and muscle injuries during their career, as well 
as early onset of heart and vital organ failure, unwanted 
psychological changes, crippling arthritis and more. It is 
critical to understand the risks of PEDs, also known as 
doping. The costs compared to the physical gains are 
profound. The long-term effects are still not well researched. 
Many people are devastated and careers destroyed due to 
a lack of knowledge, and a desire to maintain the ‘gift’ at 
all costs. A German university study found that among elite 
athletes, 10.2% admitted they had used PEDs and as many 
as 24.7% may have used but not admitted their use.

The choice to use PEDs affects not just the athlete but it has 
an impact on the lives of those who love them and follow 
their careers. It has been reported that family members of 
several athletes have been drawn into the PED behavior 
by assisting the athlete with the implementation of the 
drugs or the cover up of the behavior. This has irreversible, 
life-changing implications on the athlete’s loved ones.  The 
behavior of the elite athlete has influence on youth and 
children involved in competitive sports in all cultures. One U.S. 
study found that, 5.9% of males and 4.6% percent of females 
aged 12-18 had used anabolic steroids and another cited that 

77 percent of males and parents say PED use in professional 
sports puts pressure on young athletes to use drugs to get 
ahead.  According to Shuaib Manjra, Chairman of the Institute 
for Drug-Free Sport in South Africa, “South African doping 
control stats clearly show the use of performance enhancing 
drugs is on the increase among adolescent athletes and 
among the adult population.” So how can athletes of all ages 
and genders resist the pressure to use PEDs?

Develop your leadership role as an elite athlete by 1. 
learning as much as you can about PEDs so you don’t 
have to depend on the opinions of others.
Take responsibility to ask questions about what is 2. 
being put in or on your body.
Form a small team of fellow athletes committed to 3. 
being transparent with one another in order to stay 
drug free in training and competition.   
Learn all you can and compete with wisdom and poise.4. 

T I P S  F O R  L I F E

RESOURCES >>>     world anti-Doping agency (waDa) wada-ama.org   �   Taylor Hooten foundation taylorhooton.org
Performance-Enhancing Drug Abuse and Cardiovascular Risk in Athletes, British Journal of Sports Medicine, July 2012

Elite Athletes’ Estimates for the Prevalence of Illicit Drug Use: Evidence for the False Consensus Effect, National Drug and 
Alcohol Research Centre, University of New South Wales, Sydney, Australia.

CrITICal 
ISSUeS In 

SPOrT

 Performance-enhancing drugs (PEDs) continue to impact sports on a global scope, 
despite deaths in the Olympic Games, the Tour de France, and in American professional 
sports. Anabolic steroids, human growth hormone (HGH), blood doping, erythropoietin, 
diuretics, stimulants and other PEDs have clear health risks which far outweigh the potential 
benefit of their use, so why do athletes throughout the world continue to use them? 

HOw DOEs A sErIOus ATHLETE’s DrIvE TO wIn, TO bE THE ‘bEsT,’ AnD •	
PusH THE bODy TO THE LIMITs AnD bEyOnD, crEATE An EnvIrOnMEnT FOr 
PED usE?
DO yOu knOw sOMEOnE wHO HAs usED PED•	 s?
rEGArDLEss OF wHETHEr IT Is PErcEIvED Or rEAL, HOw MucH •	
InFLuEncE DOEs A wIn AT ALL cOsTs’ MEnTALITy FrOM yOursELF, OTHEr 
ATHLETEs, cOAcHEs AnD PArEnTs HAvE On yOur DEcIsIOns?

the human
body:
performance
enhancing
drugs

R E F L E C T I O N
what does your response to the pressure to use PEDs tell 1. 
you about how you value the body you’ve been given?
If you chose to use PEDs, how would the public report 2. 
of your use of PEDs impact your loved ones?
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Paul suggests in verse two that we change the way we think about life (and sports) in order to discern what 4. 
pleases God. This can be difficult. How might abstaining from PED’s be an expression of gratitude and trust? 
 
 
 

In Mark 8:36-37, Jesus says that many people will exchange their soul for something temporary and, 5. 
worldly, but in the end they lose out. What kind of loss might He be talking about? How far would you go to 
achieve what you want? Why? 
 
 
 

Is there anyone who can help you process this challenge? Or can you think of anyone else who might want 6. 
to offer their sport to God and get to know Him?

dear Lord, thank yoU For the body yoU have given me. thank yoU For the abiLity to 
train it and enJoy it throUgh sPort. heLP me to aCCePt the Limits yoU have given me 

and to Live Within the LaWs i am governed by. heLP me to honor and WorshiP yoU 
With my body and PLease give me strength and graCe to PLease yoU above aLL eLse.

R E A D  R O m A N S  1 2 : 1 - 2

What ideas come to mind when you read how the apostle Paul describes the purpose of the body in this passage? 1. 
 
 
 

Verse one says to “offer” or “present” your body to God as a gift offering of thankfulness. When you give a gift to 2. 
someone, what is your motive?  Have you ever considered that your athletic pursuits and your body could be an 
acceptable way to thank God? 
 
 
 

As believers, we are to live differently than those around us (3. not being conformed to the world in verse 2). If PED’s 
are used to gain an unfair advantage over others and God’s heart is about fairness and sacrifice, why do you think 
so many athletes and coaches prescribe the use of drugs?  
 
 
 
 

additional bible references on Substances & your body  >>>  Romans 13:1-5 god has established 
governing authorities to ensure fairness to all.  2 Timothy 2:20-21 our bodies are to be a vessel of honor.

bIble
STUDy

the human
body:

performance
enhancing

drugs

 how did you feel when you found out that a world 
class cyclist had been lying for years about doping? 
did you understand his rationale or were you angry 
that he had deceived the world? Why? 
 in the bible, god does not specifically address 
the issue of doping but he does have some words 
of wisdom about how our bodies can be a vessel 
to honor him in the midst of a competitive 
world seeking to get ahead

“A balance between the physical and the spiritual 
dimensions ensures we do not idolize the body 
but respect it; not making it an instrument to be 
improved at all costs, perhaps even using illicit 
means,”   —Pope Benedict XVI
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play, sport,
competition

THeOlOGICal
PerSPeCTIVe

 although the good of sport is often 
misdirected by human-centered 
motives, sport is a gift from god for the 

betterment of individuals and communities. this gift calls us to treat competition 
as an act of worship (saying thank you), and to play in a Christ-like manner: 
demonstrating love, honor and respect to the game and all who participate.

SPOrT anD a belIef In CHrIST are InTerTwIneD.

 Sport and religion have long been intertwined.  Sport has at various times been seen as a vehicle for communion with 
the divine (e.g. the ancient Olympics), a frivolous exercise and a distraction from the serious business of living (e.g. the Puritans) 
and a means of character-building and moral improvement (e.g. the “Muscular Christianity” movement). More often than not, 
Christ-followers have had a negative view of sport because they think that time could be better spent, that the competitive 
side brings out the worst in us, or that sports are associated with sinful practices such as drinking and gambling. 

 As followers of Jesus, we believe that our ability to play and enjoy sport is part of God’s creation, thus there is no 
need to have any reservations about participating in sport. Rob Ellis goes further in arguing that sport “can be a significant 
contributory factor in the human flourishing that is part of the larger context in which Christian understandings of salvation 
must be set.” Sport expresses God’s creativity and offers enjoyment through the development of the human body. 

SPOrT IS an earTHly GIfT frOm GOD DeSIGneD TO Offer enJOymenT  
THrOUGH THe DeVelOPmenT Of InDIVIDUalS anD COmmUnITIeS. 

 Genesis presents God as the creator of all things. Of the creation the writer adds, “and God saw all that he had 
made and it was very good” (Genesis 1:31). The biblical view of creation rules out any notion of dualism. We are not to feel 
guilty when we enjoy the physical or material, thinking that we should be more spiritual. The material world matters and it 
is good to enjoy it. Physical participation in sport and play is part of God’s creation and it is therefore in itself good. When 
the participants play contrary to God’s design, then sport becomes a vehicle for man-centered and misdirected activities. 

 In Romans, Paul says, “I appeal to you therefore, brothers, by the mercies of God, to present your bodies as a living 
sacrifice, holy and acceptable to God, which is your spiritual worship” (Romans 12:1). God made us with the capacity to play, 
co-create and be in relationship, thus enabling sport to become a fully embodied act of worship wherein the mind, body 
and spirit together give thanks to God. What matters in sport is that we are playing unto a God who gave us our lives and 
our ability to compete, knows our motivations when we play and loves us no matter what. Athletes who follow Christ are 
ultimately to play before an audience of One. 

 What does this look like for an athlete? This does not mean one sings “Amazing Grace” while lifting in the weight 
room or shouts “hallelujah” when spiking a volleyball. It means that in everything a believing sportsperson does, God is 
to be the object of his or her expression and adoration. Whether you are playing a game in front of thousands or training 
alone, every repetition, sprint, pass, or shot is an opportunity to shout thank you to God. A Christ-like athlete works hard to 
develop physical competence, character, and gratitude as a living “thank you” to the One who made it all possible.

wHen SPOrT IS mISDIreCTeD anD man beCOmeS THe CenTer Of THe  
aCTIVITy, THe Game, ITS PUrPOSe anD ParTICIPanTS beCOme malIGneD. 

 Sport, which is part of God’s creation, is good; however there are ways of relating to sport that are bad. In Romans 
1, we see that human’s sin often derives from an inversion of the intended order of creation. Paul says, “they exchanged the 
truth about God for a lie and worshiped and served the creature rather than the Creator, who is blessed forever!” (Romans 
1:25). As we have discussed, God is to be the object of our expression—including the ultimate reason for one’s competition. But 
when man becomes the object and reason for sport, the game and those who participate get misdirected away from what God 
intended. When the gift of sport is directed toward ourselves, we worship and serve created things rather than the Creator. 

 One way in which the good of sport is misdirected is through the belief that winning is most important. In sports 
there is a winner (and losers). This is a necessary aspect of competition. We need competition in order to judge our own 
performance. Even if we compete simply to find our own limits of performance, this can only be established by comparison 
with others’ performance or with recognized national standards. The statement “I am an 8 handicap” immediately tells you 
where the speaker sits in golf’s hierarchy. The misdirection occurs not in having winners and losers, but in viewing this 
particular outcome as definitive of athletic success. American football coach Vince Lombardi famously said, “Winning isn’t 
everything—it’s the only thing.” There is another saying in sport, “Second is the first loser.” Both quotes reinforce a misplaced 
value on winning.

 But does the outcome on the scoreboard truly define athletic success? We can play well yet lose to a better opponent. 
Is there anything to be ashamed of in that? Equally, we might play really badly and win because the quality of the opposition 
was low. Is there much to be pleased about in that? Thus winning and losing is an inadequate means of evaluating our 
performance in the sports arena. 

 There is also significant tension within the sportsperson between the performance-based activity of sport and the 
grace-based message of the gospel. As Shirl Hoffmann, author of Good Game: christianity and the culture of sports, says, 
sport “celebrates the myth of success harnessed to a theology that often stresses the importance of losing.”  The tension 
consists in the perceived lack of compatibility between the performance-based values of the world of sport and the theology 
of Christ-followers based on grace and undeserved favor. The values of sport teach a person self-reliance and meritocracy; 
Christ teaches that man’s only hope is to be found in God’s love and mercy. The self worth of the player who follows Jesus is 
not dependent on their sports performance, but on the fact that God has made them and that Jesus died for them. Simply put, 
winning and losing is an inadequate measure of success, especially for believers. 
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 When sport becomes performance-based and money-driven we exchange the love of the game for a means to personal 
glory. Playing is no longer for the love of the game but rather a means to some other end. The film, stroke of Genius, is about 
extraordinary golfer Bobby Jones who remained an amateur so as not to lose his love for golf. It includes the prophetic quote, 
“Money, it will ruin sports.” When winning, recognition and money are the key motivators for competition, man is the center of 
the activity and the love of the game is stifled. What really matters in sport is not the public assessment of our performance but 
that we are playing before God, who has gifted sport to us for our enjoyment, development, and service to the community.

aS CHrIST-fOllOwerS we are TO lOVe OUr SPOrTS neIGHbOrS aS OUrSelVeS. 

 We compete before a God who lovingly created every human being, and “makes His sun rise on the evil and on the 
good, and sends rain on the just and on the unjust” (Matthew 5:45). Jesus taught His followers to love their neighbor as 
themselves (Matthew 22:39), and to even love and pray for one’s enemies (Matthew 5:44). Applying the concept of loving 
one’s neighbor in competition may seem revolutionary. What does it look like to love the teammate who has been chosen 
to take your starting position? What about loving the opponent who has just hit you illegally, or the official whose mistake 
has just cost you the game? The word competition was formed by the combination of two Latin words, com (“together”) and 
petere (“to seek”). When we understand that true competition is about striving together rather than striving against, the 
concept of loving one’s sports neighbor is not so revolutionary at all. 

 In his book, InsideOut coaching, Joe Ehrmann describes his experience playing opposite John Hannah, one of the 
greatest offensive lineman’s in National Football League (NFL) history. He says, “With almost every collision after the snap of 
the ball, I felt we weren’t so much attacking each other as trying to achieve something together.” His words offer a profound 
antidote to the win-lose concept of competition, which often leads us to demonize the other player or team. A Christ-centered 
approach to sports values the betterment of community rather than the success of a single individual or team. Joe Ehrmann 
says his purpose for coaching is “to help boys become men of empathy and integrity who will lead, be responsible and change 
the world for good.” Christ’s command to love one’s neighbors, and even enemies, is to be carried into competition and not left 
on the sidelines.

N OT E S

aS CHrIST’S rePreSenTaTIVeS In THe wOrlD Of SPOrTS, we mUST Play In a CHrIST-lIke manner.

 For an athlete who calls him- or herself a follower of Christ, there should be something uniquely Christ-like about 
the way he or she plays. When we choose to follow Christ, we take up the honor and responsibility of bearing His image 
to others. We are His representatives. Each of us are given a unique sphere of influence, or slice of life, in which we get to 
live this out. One significant piece of an athlete’s sphere of influence is in his or her sport. Sportspersons have a unique 
opportunity to witness to Christ through their sport. 

 However, it is not enough for athletes and coaches who believe to simply give verbal credit to God for their success 
in post-game interviews or for speedy recoveries. Sport should be a witness to God in how we play and not just what we 
say. “What good is it my brothers, if someone says he has faith but does not have works?… For as the body apart from the 
spirit is dead, so also faith apart from works is dead” (James 2:14-26). For the life of an athlete to be transformed by the 
gospel, she must surrender everything—including the way she plays—to be crafted in a way that reflects Christ. Simply put, 
we must play in a Christ-like manner. 

 To play in a Christ-like manner requires we constantly be comparing the way we play to the way marked out for us 
in Scripture. It requires that one continually be asking what it would look like for the things which matter in God’s kingdom 
(e.g. reconciliation, peace, forgiveness, justice) to matter in sports. It requires that one embody honor and respect in his 
approach to coaches, teammates, opponents, officials and the game itself. Some Christ-followers in sport use the phrase, 
“Pray, Play, Say,” as a reminder to pray before God, play with others in a way that is honorable, and say about Christ in word 
and deed. When one rightly understands his or her sport as an opportunity for worshiping God and fostering community 
with one another, the opportunities to represent Christ in the world of sports are endless. 

Q U E S T I O N S  F O R  R E F L E C T I O N

How is it possible to love your opponent in the heart of the competition? 1. 

How can you enjoy a game that you have just lost on the field? 2. 

What affect does win at all costs and money have on elite sports? 3. 

How does one witness in sports without words? 4. 

Does this new definition of competition change the way you view your opponents? How?5. 

RESOURCES FOR FURTHER STUDY >>>

Daniels, Graham and Weir, J. Stuart. born to Play. Frampton House Publications, Bicester, Christian athletes 
and the Culture of sport: dilemmas and solutions, 2004.  
Download for free:  www.veritesport.org/?page=book

Ellis, Robert. the games People Play: theology, religion and sport. Eugene, OR: Wipf & Stock, 2014.  

Weir, Stuart. Competition as relationship, the image of god in the human body. Edwin Mellen, 2008.   
Download chapter for free: www.veritesport.org/?page=theologyofsport

White, Cindy and John. game day glory: biblical Principles for sport. S.D. Myers Publishing Co, Akron, OH, 2006.
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WINNING
DOESN’T MATTER

Devalued: Overemphasis on 
fun, inclusion, equality, and 
instilling personal value.

Based on the degree of 
inclusion in the fun 

Co-cooperator 

Serve to achieve equality and 
protect feelings.

How much fun can I have?

deFiCit

BALANCED 
VIEW

Valued tension: Winning 
involves a process (means) 
and an outcome (end). Both are 
important 

Intrinsic value: Human dignity 
is not based on results or 
opinions of others.

Necessary to achieve our best.

Sportsmanship: Do what is 
right; rules insure fairness and 
safety for all competitors in 
their pursuit toward excellence.

How should I play to win? It 
is a serious contest pursued 
responsibly and enjoyably.

eXCeLLenCe

WINNING IS
EVERYTHING

Overvalued: Overemphasis 
on the outcome. Identity 
determined by winning, and 
external rewards.

Extrinsic value: Results, 
statistics, and opinions 
determine worth.

A means to an end; an enemy 
to be beaten and humiliated.

Gamesmanship: Do whatever 
it takes to win; rules are only 
important when they are to 
my benefit.

What must I do to win? It is 
a bitter duel that obligates 
me to do whatever it takes 
to win.

eXCess

“the  drive  to  win  is  sport’s  most compelling  emotional  force, 
and its deepest source of myth and mystery.”

—John heil, sport Psychology consultant for Us Fencing

RESOURCES >>>   www.charactercounts.org/sports/olympic/olympic-report-ethicssportsmanship2.htm
   www.josephsoninstitute.org/sports/newsletter/sportsnews-2009_08.html

play, 
sport, 
competition: 
winning

CrITICal 
ISSUeS In 

SPOrTAt a typical Olympics over 10,000 athletes compete for about 300 gold medals. Everyone is 
looking for the winning edge over their opponent. How do you approach winning, when it 
is sought after but not guaranteed? What do you think of when you hear, “You don’t win 
silver, you lose gold?”

Winning is not guaranteed but is still seen as the most important achievement in a 
sporting career. Sacrifices must be made to be successful at the highest level. But where 
is the balance? How can you  strive to win but not destroy yourself or those around you in 
the process? How much are you willing to sacrifice to win?

Examining how you think about winning is critical not only to your competing and training 
now, but also after it all fades away.

3  V I E W S  O F  W I N N I N G

VALUE OF 
WINNING

IDENTITY & 
SELF-WORTH

OPPONENT

RULES

COMPETITION

Which view of winning do you most identify with?•	
how do you typically respond after a win or a loss?•	
What are you willing to sacrifice to win? i.e. health, friends, family, •	
reputation, character, conscience, team, reputation of country or club, etc.

Q U E S T I O N S
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Because Paul is not a competitive athlete, he is looking at the bigger picture in life. How might this apply to 4. 
your sport? Your life? 
 
 
 

Read back through the chart from the “winning” critical issue, evaluating each aspect listed in the left-5. 
hand column of the chart to the description Paul gives in 1 Corinthians. What is he saying to you? Put that 
perspective into your own words. 
 
 
 

How could you begin to share this perspective with your teammates or coaches?6. 

god, yoU knoW me, my ComPetitive natUre and my athLetiC CULtUre. PLease give me Wisdom 
and PersPeCtive on my desires and the PressUres to Win. What Lessons Can i Learn From 

my WorLd oF sPort that i Can aPPLy to my sPiritUaL LiFe and other areas oF LiFe?

R E A D  1  C O R .  9 : 2 4 - 2 7

What is the general picture that you receive from this brief description of  Greek sport? Is it similar to your situation?  1. 
 
 
 
 

What do you think were the athletes’ reasons/motivations for competing in the ancient games? 2. 
 
 
 
 
 

What did the ancient athlete have to do to become successful? 3. 
 
 
 
 
 

additional bible references on winning >>>   Matthew 6:24-34.  2 Timothy 4:7-8.
additional resources >>>    Dunkle, R. Athletics, War, and aggression in the greco-roman World.

bIble
STUDy

play, 
sport, 

competition: 
winning

 in the very early days of Christ, the greeks had 
widely influenced the whole mediterranean area with 
their language and culture. they were incredible 
sports fans, with one of the most intense desires 
for winning of any people in history. 

One historian describes it this way, “The competitive spirit 
of Greek athletes was fierce; victory was the only reason 
for competition. After all, the Greeks worshipped Nike 
(Victory) as a goddess. Defeat was a disgrace.”  It was 
into this culture that the Apostle Paul and others began 
to connect with and spread the message of Jesus. 
Paul would often use Greek athletics to illustrate 
his teaching. 
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 the desire of all sportspeople is to participate in fair 
competition. When fair play breaks down in sport everyone 
involved is disappointed; correction and justice are demanded. 
Consider evaluating your own application of fair play and your 
response to unfair play.

SPORT IS DESIGNED  
TO BE FAIR

Each team or participant has the 
same opportunity to win.

The court or field is the same for 
each team. Teams switch sides to 
account for conditions that might 
give an advantage.

The rules apply the same to each 
team.

The referee is expected to be 
unbiased.

NOT ALL THINGS IN  
SPORT ARE FAIR

Athletes vary in size, weight, strength 
and speed.

Weather conditions in some countries 
favor certain sports for longer 
training periods.

Athletes have different access to 
coaches, expertise, training facilities 
and funding.

Countries with large populations have 
access to more potential athletes.

Training for longer hours, taking performance enhancing substances, selecting a qualified coach, improving diet, breaking a 
rule if the ref cannot see you, developing a strength gaining program, “trash talking” an opponent, filming your own practice 
sessions and games, delaying a game to gain some rest or composure, scouting an opponent, wearing illegal equipment. 

Sport is full of unfairness. When we try to make it completely fair, we often come 
away disappointed. We  can lose control when we point fingers at competitors who 
cheat, but we can control of our own reactions to unfair situations. We can also 
control our ability to play well without worrying about others. How do you handle an 
unfair situation in your sport?

If everyone played fair, what would sport look like?•	
What do you think is the source of our desire to see sport played fairly or the •	
source of our desire to gain advantages in unfair ways?
In your experience, do those who do not play fair in sport display successful •	
lives outside of sport?
Compare the results of unfair play in sport with unfair play in relationships or •	
marriage. 
How can learning to deal with unfair play by others in sport help you in your •	
life outside of sport?

“Fair play gives 
sport the character 
of beauty.” 

—Jeno kamuti, 
President of the 

international 
Committee for  

Fair Play

play, 
sport, 
competition: 
fair play

CrITICal 
ISSUeS In 

SPOrT

most athLetes try to Find Ways to gain advantages over their Peers. this Can be an integraL 
Part oF training and ComPetition. WhiCh oF these methods do yoU Consider “Fair” and Why? 

RESOURCES >>>  www.fairplayinternational.org/fairplay/the-essence-of-fair-play
www.olympic.org/documents/reports/en/en_report_1065.pdf

good video on examples of fair play: www.youtube.com/watch?v=4slheypv7sk
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How might humility increase your ability and willingness to be just and kind in sport, especially with your 4. 
opponent or officials? In life?  
 
 
 
 

Employees at a successful international organization were challenged to ask themselves four core value 5. 
questions before making any decision. Look at the list below and check your character scoreboard. This 
week, how can you encourage a friend to grow in one of these areas? 

Is it the truth?•	
Is it fair to all concerned?•	
Will it build goodwill and better friendships?•	
Will it be beneficial to all concerned?•	

god i admit that i am sometimes temPted to bend the rULes to gain a PersonaL 
advantage. heLP me beCome a Person oF integrity, hUmiLity and CharaCter in sPort 

and in LiFe. i ask that yoU give me CoUrage to Fight For Fairness and JUstiCe.

R E A D  m I C A H  6 : 8

What does God require of you in this passage? Which requirement do you gravitate toward? Why? 1. 
 
 
 
 

Describe the difference between justice and kindness/mercy. What might these differences look like in  2. 
competitive sport? 
 
 
 
 

The last phrase, “to walk humbly with God,” implies a friendly relationship between God and man. Do you consider 3. 
yourself to have this kind of relationship with God? Why or why not? 
 
 
 
 
 

additional bible references on fair Play >>>   Philippians 4:8-9   Living out what is good, right & 
true. Proverbs 29 the wise and the foolish. 1 Corinthians 9:27  Playing by the rules as a way of life.

bIble
STUDy

play, 
sport, 

competition: 
fair play

 in competitive sport, it is often tempting to slide 
under the radar of the rules and gain an advantage. 
“as long as i don’t get caught, then is it really wrong?”  
Why are rules established for sport in the first 
place? is it possible to play by the rules and still 
play against the spirit of the game?

In the Old Testament book of Micah, God indicts His people 
for observing certain rules but missing the whole point of 
character and morality. God’s standard is higher than 
the rules or the scoreboard. In order for people to 
flourish and live in harmony, the rules and the spirit 
must be equally emphasized.
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“a good coach will change a player’s game. a transformational coach will 
change their lives.”  —Joe ehrmann, author “inside out Coaching” 

Coaching—so rewarding, yet so challenging! Motivating individuals to train and compete 
with maximum effort regardless of how they feel or what circumstances they face is both 
exhilarating and exhausting. Though there are many approaches to get the job done, Ehrmann 
groups them into two categories: transactional coaching or transformational coaching.

“Transactional coaches,” he says, “cut deals (make agreements) with their players to get 
what they want out of them: ‘Give me this kind of work and I’ll give you minutes on the 
field.’ Transformational coaches help shape and guide who their players are.” 

TRANSACTIONAL

Leads with negotiation, manipulation and 
threats

Punishes poor performance by yelling or 
withholding praise, playing time or participation

Players exist to serve the coach’s pursuit of 
success

Physical performance is all that matters

TRANSFORMATIONAL

Leads by inspiring and 
motivating to produce positive 
change

Offers individual support 
and encouragement to each player

Has clear vision for the desired impact on players’ lives

The goal is to develop the whole person

play, 
sport, 
competition: 
role of the 
coach

CrITICal 
ISSUeS In 

SPOrT

T I P S  F O R  L I F E
use these questions to discover and/or clarify the foundational values and philosophy of your coaching:  •	
why do you coach? why do you coach the way you do? what does it feel like to be coached by you? How do you 
define success? what kind of person are you becoming? becoming better outward requires looking inward.
Embrace the big picture by understanding that coaching is part of your life (not all of it). refuse to allow it to rule •	
your life and relationships. spend quality time with family and develop other hobbies or interests.
How many of the athletes you coach will reach a level in their sport which will allow them live from the sport? •	
based on this percentage, how will the way you coach shape those athletes you coach for the rest of their lives?
Find safe people for encouragement and accountability (people who know nothing about your sport are •	
particularly refreshing to befriend). 

Obstacles which make these three principles challenging 
include:

The pressure to win (not only to keep your job, but also 1. 
to please fans, parents, federations.
Your own weaknesses, and the overwhelming number 2. 
of things required of you to manage the program.   
All of these factors create stress, which tends to lead 3. 
coaches toward transactional coaching methods. 

Assuming a transformational model of coaching will not only 
improve the motivation and productivity of your athletes, 
but you will all be healthier and happier in the process. 

Here are three principles of coaching to provide a 
framework for evaluating your philosophy and where you 
fall on this spectrum. How do you rate your coaching in 
these three areas?

Competition: skilled performance; physical and mental 1. 
training, nutrition, strategy.
Celebration: love of the game, fun, enjoyment of  2. 
the process.
Character: respect for others, perseverance, attitude, 3. 
honest about abilities and limitations.

   www,coachforamerica.com/images/stories/pdfs/coc_coach.pdf
RESOURCES >>> www.devzone.positivecoach.org/resource/article/double-goal-coach-job-description
   www.sirc.ca/blog/motivational-coaching-it-matter-carrot-or-stick
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Jesus was God in the flesh and still He did not hold onto His power for Himself. List three ideas where you 4. 
might serve your athletes physically, emotionally, and/or spiritually? 
 
 
 
 

Do you know other coaches you could lead toward this type of coaching philosophy? Or others who could 5. 
help you to become a transformational coach?

Lord, i Pray that i WoULd be abLe to serve my athLetes as yoU have served 
yoUr ChiLdren. PLease heLP me groW my team, not onLy in their skiLL 
LeveL, bUt aLso in their hearts. FinaLLy, Lord, i Pray that yoU WoULd moLd 
my heart and transForm my mind to be more Like yoUr son, JesUs Christ.

R E A D  P H I L I P P I A N S  2 : 1 - 7

What in this passage speaks to you the most? 1. 
 
 
 
 

Describe the characteristics found in Jesus that you are to imitate. 2. 
 
 
 
 

In what ways can coaching be selfish? How could being a servant and other-centered help you become a more 3. 
transformational coach?  
 
 
 
 
 

additional bible references on role of the Coach >>>  I Peter 5:1-3  Lead with eagerness,  
be a good example.  I Timothy 4:7-8  Lead others toward god-likeness.

bIble
STUDy

play, 
sport, 

competition: 
role of the

coach

 Coaches are leaders designed to lead others in 
a direction toward excellence. as Christ-followers, we 
do not just coach the skill of the athlete, but we are 
called to coach the heart of the athlete. We are 
called to be transformational coaches, not just 
transactional coaches.

Jesus Christ was able transform His disciples and followers 
in the way He loved them and served them. That may 
sound like a tall order, beyond your capabilities and 
energy, but an athlete will be more motivated toward 
growth on and off the field when you focus on their 
total development.
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character

THeOlOGICal
PerSPeCTIVe

sports are formative influences that 
can contribute to the development of 
character, which we define as the ability 

to reflect the good nature of god in being and doing. Jesus Christ is our perfect 
model and guide to integrity, humility, justice and mercy—pillars of godly character. 
through Christ’s redemption, which restores god’s good image, all people—including 
sportspersons—have the capacity to achieve and develop character that displays 
god’s glory unto the world. 

SPOrTS: DeVelOPInG Or reVealInG CHaraCTer?

 The notion that participation in competitive sports develops character has existed for decades. But if this notion is 
true, then why are we repeatedly confronted with headlines of athletes abusing their bodies with drugs or getting caught 
fixing matches? Why are we so familiar with stories of coaches who have turned a blind eye to compliance violations or 
sexual misconduct among their players? Did these athletes and coaches lose their character in the heat of the moment, or 
did they have very little to begin with? Was the sport environment itself the culprit? Who is ultimately responsible for the 
development of character among individuals and teams?

 In addressing questions such as these, it is helpful to consider sports as a microcosm of all of life. From this 
perspective, we can see that sports, like all of life, are filled with situations which test our character and reveal the 
sort of people we are in the midst of conflicting values, confusing role models, and competitive natures. Sport is not 
merely a physical test, but a test of character. Russell Gough, in his book Character is Everything, draws a link between 
sportsmanship and ethics, describing them as being two sides of the same coin. While ethics is a matter of being good 
(character) and doing right (action), sportsmanship is a matter of being good and doing right in sports (Gough 19-22). How 
one exhibits sportsmanship in the heat of competition will reflect his or her character displayed in all of life. 

 Victor Frankl, psychiatrist and Holocaust survivor, began his inquiry into the constitutional make-up of a person 
while living in a concentration camp, an unimaginable test of character. Frankl’s observation and analysis concluded that 
while the camp environment shapes a consistent and uniform response to pain and suffering, there were some prisoners 
who maintained their dignity, finding meaning and purpose, and others who did not. Those who achieved the personal 
victory of preserving their “inner hold,” according to Frankl, all had similar attitudes toward life and its purpose. They had 
a faith in something beyond themselves, hope in more than release from camp, and a community of love from their past 
and present. 

 Cultural experiences, such as playing sports or even living in a concentration camp, reveal, challenge and 
develop character.  The development of character is the  responsibility of all who choose to participate in sports. The 
development of character in sports should be of utmost concern to those who are conscious of the One to whom they 
and their sport belongs. 

all HUman beInGS, InClUDInG SPOrTSPerSOnS, bear THe ImaGe  
Of GOD anD THe InnaTe CaPaCITy TO aCHIeVe anD DeVelOP CHaraCTer. 

 This means that humans, through their intellect, emotions and will, have the ability to reflect the nature of God at 
all times, in all places and all circumstances. Not only are we capable of reflecting God’s nature but it is the purpose for 
which we have been created. Humans along with all of God’s creation have been designed to magnify God’s glory. In other 
words, we have been created so that God might be displayed through our character, which shines through our earthen 
vessels (2 Corinthians 4:7). Therefore, character in its truest sense is about living this God-ordained purpose. It is about 
displaying God through our entire being, beginning with the heart. 

 Unfortunately, in the world of sports we have often reduced character to merely playing by the rules or helping a 
fallen opponent. While these actions are good, the idea that these behaviors encompass what it means to have character in 
sports demonstrates a short-sighted understanding of character. True character, understood as reflecting the good nature 
of our Creator, runs much deeper than outwardly visible action. It passes the test when nobody is watching, applauding or 
counting. True character is lived out in the weight room and in practice as much as in the important games and matches 
-- in private as much as in public. True character stands when all others have fallen to peer pressure, and when there is 
nothing to be gained. True character is a matter of integrity. 

 While the Israelites saw themselves as upstanding and righteous people, God saw through their facade. Throughout 
the Old Testament, God repeatedly indicts his people for their hypocrisy, pretending to be people of character when in 
reality they were putting on a show. They lacked the true embodiment of character grounded in integrity - where the inside 
matches the outside. In the book of Micah, God confronts them, rhetorically asking if they ought to perhaps offer more 
sacrifices, money, or even their bodies to please Him. Then, God lays out his simple yet challenging requirements: “to do 
justice, love kindness and walk humbly with your God” (Micah 6:8). No man-made religion or attempt to earn God’s favor 
would do; the people of Israel needed a change of heart before there was any hope for them to be a light, displaying God’s 
image to the nations. While character in sports and in all of life manifests itself in action, it begins in the integrity of one’s 
heart, in one’s particular attitudes toward God, life and others. 
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““Everything can be taken from a man but one thing: the last of the human 
freedoms—to choose one’s attitude in any given set of circumstances, to choose 
one’s own way... it became clear that the sort of person the prisoner became was 
the result of an inner decision.” (66).

 Regardless of past or present circumstances, there is always hope to be reformed through truth, practice, 
time, grace and the support of a validating and encouraging community. The journey is long and there are no shortcuts, 
but each step enables us to more fully embrace the godly character we were intended to reflect. Imagine the potential 
transformation that could take place in the lives of sportspersons if the experiences in their sport are allowed to foster 
their journey toward godly character.

Q U E S T I O N S  F O R  R E F L E C T I O N

Is the scoreboard the only litmus test for success? How can character development become 1. 
the goal and the scoreboard merely a result? 

Do you go out of the way to show love and respect for players, opponents, referees? How? 2. 

Should revenge or retaliation be part of the game plan? 3. 

How would those around you evaluate your character? Are you, your team members, your 4. 
players or children growing in character or only skill? 

How can you avoid allowing sport to become  a means for self-validation or for affirming the 5. 
worth and dignity of another? 

How can your sport-community affirm the value of every athlete , not only those who are 6. 
successful? 

RESOURCES FOR FURTHER STUDY >>>
 
Clifford, Craig and Randolph M. Feezell. Coaching for Character: reclaiming the Principles of sportsmanship. 
Champaign, IL: Human Kinetics, 1997. 

Frankl, Viktor. man’s search for meaning. Boston: Beacon Press, 2006

Gough, Russell W. Character is everything: Promoting ethical excellence in sports. New York: Harcourt Brace 
College Publishers, 1997. 

Willard, Dallas. spiritual disciplines, spiritual Formation and the restoration of the soul. 25.1. (Spring 1998): Journal of 
Psychology and theology pp 101-109. 

Wright, N.T. after you believe: Why Character matters. HarperCollins Publishers, NY, 2010.

THe PerSOn Of JeSUS CHrIST IS OUr earTHly VISIOn Of CHaraCTer On DISPlay. 

 Jesus is our model of a solid “inner hold,” our example of good character rooted in integrity and a proper perspective 
toward God, life and others. “The Son is the radiance of God’s glory and the exact representation of his being” (Hebrews 
1:3). So when we want to know what good character looks like, we have no better example than Jesus who is the fully 
embodied vision of faith, hope and love. Giving glory to God, which is synonymous with being a person of character, is to 
represent Christ on earth in humility, justice and mercy. This means showing kindness to the strangers, marginalized and 
children. When accused or suffering, it means not retaliating but forgiving and trusting God who judges righteously (I Peter 
2:21-25). It is also embodied in offering provisions to the hungry (John 6:1-14), blessing the generosity of one in low social 
standing (Luke 21:1-4), and seeking to serve rather than be served (Mark 10:45). Sportspersons can strive for this inner victory 
by learning to incarnate Jesus through embracing the kingdom values He exemplified. Theologian N.T. Wright concludes in 
his book, After You Believe: Why Character Matters, that we need a true “transformation of character that takes us beyond 
our earthly pursuit of money, sex, and power into a virtuous state of living that allows us to reflect God and live more 
worshipful, fulfilling lives.” The person of Jesus Christ is both the means and measure of such transformation of character. 

THe SPOrTS CUlTUre IS an enVIrOnmenTal InflUenCe, fOr GOOD  
Or baD, bUT SPOrTS CannOT COnTrOl THe DeSTIny Of PeOPle.

 Sport has the unique ability to affect the total person physically, mentally, emotionally, socially, and spiritually. 
Therefore, it stands to reason that sport can and does provide an environment to influence all manner of character, both 
good and bad. But sport also reveals character, who we really are as a person. We hear brash boasting, disregard for 
authority, and expletive-laced language, and we often see cheating, questionable tactics, and unsportsmanlike conduct. Less 
frequently however, we are blessed with humble winners, selfless sacrifice, and fair-minded players. The difference depends 
on the values we are adopting - those of the coach, the local cultural system, or kingdom values? Jesus states clearly in Luke 
16:15, “You are those who justify yourselves in the sight of men, but God knows your hearts, for that which is highly esteemed 
among men is detestable in the sight of God.” Is it possible, in our sports-crazed culture, that we could unknowingly be 
promoting qualities that are detestable to God? In his Sermon on the Mount, Jesus challenged the powerful Roman culture 
and their closely held beliefs. As we examine our own beliefs we must ask ourselves, “Does this character trait display God’s 
character to the nations?” Coaches, parents, athletes and fans must identify and intentionally direct character development 
to rightfully reflect Christ. In Matthew 15:18-20, Jesus says that the things which flow from our mouths reveal our hearts, our 
true character. Proverbs 4:23 warns us, “Watch over your heart with all diligence, for from it flow the springs of life.” While 
sport has the ability to affect the entire person, it does not have the power to determine a person’s character. Character 
development starts within the heart of a person and the decisions he or she makes along the way.

GODly CHaraCTer IS DeVelOPeD by learnInG wHaT IS GOOD anD rIGHT anD TrUe,  
PraCTICInG THOSe ParTICUlar VIrTUeS On a DaIly baSIS, anD enGaGInG  

In a COmmUnITy THaT ValIDaTeS anD enCOUraGeS GODly CHaraCTer.

 While over-simplistic, it is safe to say that human beings are formed by a combination of the following: their 
inherited constitution from God and their biological parents, environmental surroundings and experiences as a child, and 
those who have been in a position of influence (parents, teachers, coaches, ministers, peers). All of these factors work 
together to affirm particular values and behavioral norms, whether for good or bad. Former professional athlete and 
minister Joe Ehrmann, in InsideOut coaching, describes his own formation as it relates to family and sports. He grew up in 
a violent, alcoholic home where his father was either physically or emotionally absent. At age twelve he was gang-raped. 
Understandably so, his shame and rage went deep. He was a walking volcano; he had a reason to hit people and was good 
at it. This made him a perfect fit for American football. Coaches celebrated his aggression, which only fueled his anger. Joe 
wasn’t dealing with the heart issues. Joe did not experience love, respect, and value from anyone. The sport community 
reinforced his aggression, thereby validating a misguided representation of the person he was created to be. 

 But as we have stated, past experiences in sport and in life do not have ultimate authority over a person’s 
character. Frankl rejects this predetermined destiny, saying, 
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Both scenarios have comparable talent. The difference is the person underneath 
the skill. One of the best volleyball coaches in the world said that he does not 
just recruit players, he recruits people. Sport shapes the person either for good 
or for bad, depending on the character traits that are being developed. True 
sportsmanship is the combination of acting right (rules and skill) and being good 
(motivation and attitude) in the context of sport.  Sport is beautiful when the full expression of the human being is 
experienced and witnessed. 

“Sport, properly directed, develops character, makes a man courageous, a generous loser, and a gracious victor; it refines 
the senses, gives intellectual penetration, and steels the will to endurance. It is not merely a physical development 
then.” Pope Pius XII

How could the good habits of character practiced in competition 1. 
transfer over to other areas of your life? 
what particular virtue listed above do you need to improve on? 2. 
How will you do that?

R E F L E C T I O N

RESOURCES >>>  eckinDisions: the six Pillars of Character. www.josephsoninstitute.org/MED/MED-2sixpillars.html

character:
sportsmanship

CrITICal 
ISSUeS In 

SPOrT

 Consider these scenarios: Jake and Jose are pro basketball players. They have 
similar statistics (points, rebounds, assists), yet Jake is always getting in fights and 
boasting publicly about his accomplishments. Jose takes time for autographs and invites 
teammates into his community to be big brothers.

Suzanne and Victoria are competitive soccer players. They both play center mid and are 
great distributors of the ball. Suzanne regularly gets angry when the striker fails to score. 
She even complains to the coach that she wishes more teammates were as good as she 
is. Victoria celebrates the success of her strikers and keeps feeding them good passes. Her 
positive spirit is contagious and players like her.

WhiCh PLayers WoULd yoU Want on yoUr team? 
Why? What diFFerenCe does it make?

TEMPERANCE/
SELF-CONTROL

No retaliation with 
bad calls, no gossip 
with limited playing 
time, trust the 
coach, refusal to be 
jealous over other’s 
success, respect 
the fans and the 
marriage covenant.

FORTITUDE/
COURAGE

Great effort even 
when losing, 
congratulating 
an opponent over 
victory, working 
harder than 
everyone else in the 
weight room, willing 
to step down when 
it’s time.

JUSTICE/
FAIRNESS

Maintaining 
standard of conduct 
even for the best 
players, providing 
opportunities for 
those with few 
resources, allowing 
every player a 
realistic shot of 
competing, appealing 
to coaches or 
officials respectfully.

Ancient Greek 
philosophy 
discussed 
the classical 
cardinal 
virtues. what 
might they look 
like in sport 
today? can you 
imagine the 
opposite? A 
team without 
standards and 
a team without 
character? 
result: chaos, 
violence, pride, 
jealousy, 
laziness, greed.

PRUDENCE/
WISDOM

Considering the 
personal and 
organizational outcomes 
before decisions are 
made, developing the 
person as much as 
the skill, listening to 
another’s side of things, 
being willing to stand 
up for what is good 
and right beyond the 
scoreboard.
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How does your reaction reflect your character? What do you learn about the character of Jesus in this passage? 4. 
 
 
 

What are some things that you can apply from the character of Jesus in your sport which will help you to 5. 
react or act in a more sportsmanlike manner, both in and out of competition? 
 
 
 

Is there anyone else who needs this information? Or do you know anyone who is struggling with 6. 
similar issues whom you could share this with?

dear Father, thank yoU For the eXamPLe oF JesUs, Who Was WiLLing to aCCePt bad 
CaLLs For the good oF aLL PeoPLe.  i Praise yoU For the oPPortUnity yoU have given 
me to PartiCiPate in and enJoy sPort here on earth.  heLP me to Learn throUgh 
sPort to Live my LiFe in a Way that honors yoU and bUiLds UP those aroUnd me.  heLP 

me to rest in the knoWLedge that yoU knoW aLL things and WiLL Care For me.

R E A D  m A T T H E W  2 6 : 5 7 - 6 8

What jumps out to you in this passage? On your first read, is there anything in the text that speaks to you? 1. 
 
 
 

What character traits does Jesus exhibit under pressure that could also apply to high-pressure sports situations? 2. 
Would demonstrating such virtues be considered counterintuitive or opposite of what you might expect?  
 
 
 
 

How do you usually react when you are wrongly accused, or when there is a bad call from an umpire, official or 3. 
your coaches? 
 
 
 
 
 

additional bible references on Sportsmanship  >>>   Galatians 5:10-25 think about what character  
qualities you would like to possess and how these might help you to be a better sportsperson.

bIble
STUDy

character:
sportsmanship

 how are we to improve in the virtues of 
sportsmanship if we have no reason to do so? Why 
stop yelling at the umpire or your competitors or 
teammates? as former professional basketball 
player allen iverson once said, “i would rather 
win than have good sportsmanship.”

Acting in an unsportsmanlike manner does not help us, our 
teammates or opposition; but how can we change and 
grow? Which virtues from the list in the Critical Issue 
did you identify as areas for improvement? 
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 simply stated, your success as an athlete is a combination of 
your character and competency.  Character is largely who you are on 
the inside and competency is largely who you are on the outside.

What is character? It is the will and the strength to do what is right even when it is difficult or 
not popular. Character involves the internal strength and ability to do things like:

Build effective relationships.•	
Define who you are and who you are not.•	
Handle hardships, setbacks and temptations.•	
Understand and manage your skills and talents by placing them into a larger •	
life mission.

Where in your life, either on the field or off the field, are you experiencing disappointment, 
failure, rejection, discouragement, anger or fear?  When have you sensed the warning signs 
of a character failure? If you ignored the signs, what did it cost you? A friendship? A spot 
on the roster? The trust of a coach and teammates?

Athletes and coaches who compete at high levels have put in many hours honing 
their skills and developing their talents success on the field. But remember that 
success not only involves competence, but character as well. How much time and 
energy are you devoting to the development of your character?

“be more concerned 
with your character 
than your reputation, 
because your 
character is what 
you really are, while 
your reputation is 
merely what others 
think you are.”

—John wooden, 
basketball coach

character: 
character
in sport

CrITICal 
ISSUeS In 

SPOrT

PersonaL CharaCter inventory

R E S O U R C E S  > > >    w w w.c h a r a c t e r c o u n t s . o r g / s i x p i l l a r s . h t m l

Athletes and coaches are always being evaluated. Your performance is 
constantly being measured. But who is evaluating your character? Primarily, 
that is your opportunity and responsibility. Since there is much at stake, 
why not commit now to assessing, developing and strengthening your 
character and the person you are on the inside?   

Take note of where you are experiencing pain, hurt, emptiness, 1. 
anxiety, fear, doubt, etc.  What mistakes have you recently made?  
Are there patterns and connections you can make?  Look below the 
surface for clues to your inner person.

Thomas Macauley, a British historian said, “The measure of a 2. person’s 
real character is what he would do if he would never be found out.” 
Ask yourself, “Am I a different person when no one is around?”

Ask trusted friends, teammates and coaches to give you feedback.  3. 
How would they describe your character?  What kind of friend are you?  It is wise to learn to embrace the 
hard realities of truth.

Developing solid character is a “team sport.” It takes several safe and trusted friends to help you build 4. 
strong character. How many people can you name who believe in you regardless of how you perform? 
Chances are good that you need to add to that number.

Realistically, how effective are you in identifying your need for character growth and then asking others 5. 
for help? Athletes do not wait when injured to ask for treatment.  Identify your needs as best as you can 
and then ask others for help.
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What are some areas that you see as character flaws that you could ask for help from others and God to 5. 
grow in? 
 
 
 
 

Does anyone you know dismiss this area of their life? How do you think they could benefit from 6. 
this? Could you share this with them?

god, yoU aLone have PerFeCt CharaCter, i see the imPortanCe oF this area oF 
my LiFe, it is reFLeCted in everything i do and say. PLease heLP me to Learn the 
imPortanCe oF bUiLding CharaCter, WiLL yoU aLLoW training and ComPetition 
and aLL that is invoLved in sPort to be a Way to groW my CharaCter? may yoU be 

the one that i Look to For a sPiritUaL and moraL radar in the WorLd.

R E A D  m A T T .  2 1 : 2 8 - 3 2  &  1 6 : 2 6

What sticks out to you in these passages? On your first read, is there anything surprising or interesting to you? 1. 
 
 
 

How do you think the character of the brothers is revealed through their action?  2. 
 
 
 

What circumstances have you encountered that have either revealed and/or built your character? 3. 
 
 
 

How might growing in character help your performance? Your relationships? Your team? 4. 
 
 
 

additional bible references on Character  >>>   Romans 5:3-5,  Matthew 5: 1- 16.

bIble
STUDy

character:
character

in sport

 globally, there are end-of-season or annual sports 
awards, and usually these awards have a namesake, 
someone the award is named after. What characterizes 
that person in your sport? is it solely about how good 
they were, or, is the essence of the award also 
about who they were in and out of competition? 
does the award also celebrate the character of 
the recipient and it’s namesake?

American Journalist Heywood Broun said, “Sport doesn’t 
build character, it reveals it.” It may do both, if we allow 
it to. There are many ups and downs in a day of sport 
and they can prove to squeeze an athlete, how 
they respond, how they learn, how they react 
next time both builds and reveals character. 
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emotions

THeOlOGICal
PerSPeCTIVe

 the believer’s worldview offers 
a transformative perspective by 
which to interpret the vast array 
of emotions experienced by elite 

athletes. While sport is a joy-producing gift from the Creator, this treasure is covered 
up by a performance-based identity, which saturates the culture of contemporary 
competition. only the knowledge of god’s ever-present and unconditional love can 
correct unhealthy, performance-driven patterns and liberate athletes into a life of 
enduring joy.

elITe aTHleTeS are OfTen GIVen UnHelPfUl, lITTle Or nO aDVICe On HOw  
TO reSPOnD TO THe wIDe ranGe Of emOTIOnS THey exPerIenCe. 

 Clearly, emotions are completely intertwined with being a competitive athlete.  Champions cannot forget the joy 
of their first major achievement.  Nor can they always block out the horror and embarrassment of a major loss—those 
painful memories always seem to pop back up when it’s least helpful.  And what about anger?  Anger at opponents; anger 
at coaches; anger at how others have treated them outside of competition; anger at the shortcomings—or even complete 
absence—of a parent; anger at oneself for losing.  So many elite sportspeople live with anger.  The question for athletes who 
follow Christ is: What should I do with these emotions?

 Some folks think elite sportspeople should learn to harness all the passionate energy coming from these emotions 
to use it as motivation for excellence. Jesus, however, does not condone destructive emotions.  Galatians 5 makes clear 
that the fruit of the Spirit cannot come from the works of fallen human nature. Athletes who rely on negative feelings to 
spur them on to victory will find they cannot simply turn them off after the competition is over.  Anger and fear of shame 
will rule their personal lives as well (Romans 6:16), often resulting in hurt and harm to the people around them. Jesus, 
however, wants to transform the negative emotions that happen in sport into something positive and life giving. He wants 
sport, like everything else in an athlete’s life, to be a source of real, abiding joy.  After all, that’s why God gave them the gift 
of sport in the first place.

TalenTS anD relaTIOnSHIPS are GOD-GIVen GIfTS DeSIGneD TO brInG JOy. 

 The first reason God gives good gifts to human beings is for pure joy. As a witness to His providential care for 
humankind, God gives the people of Earth the sun and rain, plenty of food to eat, and the opportunity to turn their hand to 
a variety of activities in order that they may have joy (Deuteronomy 16:16; Matthew 5:45; Acts 14:17). The Psalmist recognizes 
sport as one of these joy-giving activities: ‘In the heavens [God] has pitched a tent for the sun which is like a bridegroom 
coming forth from his pavilion, like a champion rejoicing to run his course’ (19:4b-5).

 By comparing the feeling champions experience when performing their sport to a honeymoon—intense physical 
satisfaction and emotional contentment all at the same time - the Bible could not offer much higher praise for the joy of 
sport. As a God-given gift, every race, every game, every performance is an opportunity to experience afresh the thrill that 
comes from doing something God designed the heart of every sportsperson to love. 

THe JOy Of SPOrT, HOweVer, beCOmeS HIDDen wHen we aTTemPT  
TO USe IT aS a meanS Of PrOVInG OUr wOrTH anD SIGnIfICanCe. 

 Born estranged from God, we lack the sense of wholeness that can only come from being in a right relationship 
with Him.  Like Adam and Eve hiding from God in the Garden, we turn to the natural capacities He has given us and “make 
fig leaves” in an effort to cover our nakedness and shame at feeling empty (Genesis 3:7).  We use our talents to prove our 
worth and significance to others and, even more importantly, to ourselves.  As a result, the greatest pastoral need for elite 
athletes is to understand that the Gospel is the antidote to their bondage to performance-based identity. 

a PerfOrmanCe-baSeD IDenTITy PerVaDeS THe emOTIOnal lIVeS Of elITe aTHleTeS. 

 So many factors in competitive sports encourage athletes to base their identity on what they are able to prove 
they can do.  When sportspeople buy into this lie, they completely mess up their emotional guidance system. More often 
than not, they are trained to feel good about themselves only when they are winning. When they lose, they are expected to 
internalize a deep personal dissatisfaction with themselves. This faulty theory perpetuates the notion that if their emotional 
experience of losing is sufficiently horrendous, they will they find the willpower to make every sacrifice necessary to claw 
their way back to self-respect by winning the next time. Current psychological research only confirms that performance-
based identity leads to fear of failure among elite sportspeople before an event, and a deep sense of worthlessness as well 
as shame afterwards if they lose. After all, as one athlete told a researcher, “If you lose, you’re nothing.”

THe STOry Of anDre aGaSSI OfferS an examPle Of THe exTenT TO wHICH  
a PerfOrmanCe-baSeD IDenTITy Can GrIP THe lIfe Of an aTHleTe. 

 According to Agassi’s deeply honest autobiography Open, by the age of seven he associated winning tennis 
tournaments with emotional safety: safety from his father’s rage at his not being good enough, safety from his own 
sense of shame at failing to prove he was good enough, safety from the deep self-hatred he felt as result - a self-imposed 
emotional abuse which the mature Agassi labeled as ‘torture’ (2009, pp. 37-38). At age ten, a well-meaning coach told Andre 
how to harness his internalized anger and shame for success: 

“you’re hurting right now, hurting like heck, but that just means you care.  Means you 
want to win. you can use that. remember this day. Try to use this day as motivation. If 
you don’t want to feel this hurt again, good, do everything you can to avoid it. Are you 
ready to do everything? I nod.” (2009, p. 55)
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THe belIef THaT GOD IS THe UlTImaTe COaCH fOr wHOm we PerfOrm SPIrITUally IS a maJOr  
SPIrITUal TraP fOr many CHrIST-fOllOwerS In SPOrT, anD neeDS ImmeDIaTe COrreCTIOn. 

 Always remember, however, the Bible’s teaching about God’s grace is an especially important principle to 
communicate to elite athletes who are already follow Jesus.  Why?  Because so many outstanding sportspeople who believe 
still think they have to earn God’s love.  They look at our Heavenly Father as the ultimate coach who rewards or punishes 
their spiritual purity with success or failure in sport.  When they win, they think that their spiritual faithfulness has gained 
them favor with God, and like a good luck charm, this divine blessing gave them their competitive edge.  But when they fail, 
such thinking comes back to bother them.  They end up listening to the lie of the Devil who points out their sins (Revelation 
12:10) and says, “God knows you weren’t spiritually good enough today—that’s why you lost.” Only a proper understanding of 
grace will save Christ-following athletes from seeing God as the worst ever ‘bad dad’ sports coach who cuts them from the 
team in the face of spiritual failure.  The only thing worse than experiencing the pain and loneliness of losing, is not being 
able to go to God for assurance and hope, because you think He is punishing you for letting Him down.

In knOwInG Of GOD’S GraCIOUS anD enDUrInG lOVe, wHICH wOrkS all THInGS TOGeTHer  
fOr GOOD, aTHleTeS Can fInD JOy THaT enDUreS THe TrIalS Of bOTH SPOrT anD lIfe.

 Of course, the joy of the Lord is the sportsperson’s ultimate strength (Nehemiah 8:10). But athletes can only have 
abiding joy when they know that God is a good steward of pain in sport—not its source. As sure as Easter Sunday follows 
Good Friday, Jesus promises His followers that He does indeed work all things together for good (Romans 8:28).  All the pain 
that they have experienced in sport won’t have the last word.  Redemption and wholeness will come, but in God’s way and 
God’s time. As one Olympic chaplain always tells athletes, “God’s love takes us on journeys we do not wish to go; He makes 
us travel by roads we don’t wish to use; but only because He will take us to places we never wish to leave.” (Davis, 2008, p. 
169). Only knowing this kind of gracious love from God will save elite athletes from performance-based self-torture in their 
sport and in their faith.  That’s why the Gospel is essential for a sportsperson’s emotional health.

Q U E S T I O N S  F O R  R E F L E C T I O N

How did I treat myself after I lost a big match? 1. 

How do I look at myself after I sin? 2. 

What gives me joy in sport? 3. 

What steals my joy in sport?4. 

RESOURCES FOR FURTHER STUDY >>>
 
Ehrmann, Joe. insideout Coaching: how sports Can transform Lives. New York: Simon and Schuster, 2011.

Null, Ashley. real Joy: Freedom to be your best. Holzgerlingen: Hännsler Verlag, 2004.

Null, Ashley. Finding the right Place: Professional sport as a Christian vocation. Found in Donald Deardorff 
and John White (Eds.), the image of god in the human body: essays on Christianity and sports (pp. 313-66). 
Lewiston: Edwin Mellen, 2008. 

Weir, J. Stuart and Daniels, Graham. born to Play! Bicester: Frampton House, 2004. 

White, John and Cindy. game day glory: Life-Changing Principles for sport. Xenia: S. D. Myers, 2006.

 At twenty-two, however, Agassi discovered that even winning a Grand Slam was not enough to heal the wounds 
from all the self-torture he had inflicted on himself to gain such an achievement.  After his victory at Wimbledon, he realized 
that, “winning changes nothing . . . a win doesn’t feel as good as a loss feels bad, and the good feeling doesn’t last as long 
as the bad. Not even close.” (2009, p. 167). Because so many elite sportspeople instinctively shame themselves as the price 
of, and power for, excellence, most champions compete not to win—since the thrill of victory is so short-lived.  Rather, they 
compete not to lose—so as to avoid the bitter sting of their own deeply cutting emotional self-torture.

GOD’S STeaDfaST anD UnCOnDITIOnal lOVe alOne lIberaTeS an aTHleTe’S  
PerSOnal wOrTH frOm THe bOnDaGe Of PerfOrmanCe. 

 The first step in helping elite athletes to gain emotional wholeness is to teach them how to separate their personal 
worth from their athletic performance. For only love has the power to make human beings feel truly significant, not 
achievement. Only knowing they are loved unconditionally will give them a sense of worth and value that will not go away, 
even when their athletic prowess does. Failure to make the crucial distinction between significance and achievement will 
hold hostage the self-esteem of athletes to the ups and downs of competition, and make their emotional lives a complete 
wreck as a result. 

 Of course, the only source for an assured, steadfast, unconditional love is God Himself.  Sportspeople who follow 
Jesus, therefore, have a wonderfully clear opportunity for a different source of worth. According to the Bible, their worth 
and value is to be found solely in the love God proved He has for them by dying for them on the cross. While we were yet 
enemies, Christ died to reconcile us to God (Romans 5:8-10), and through the gift of personal faith (Romans 3:23-24), sinners 
are reckoned righteous, despite their evident shortcomings (Romans 4:5).  There is now no condemnation for those in Christ 
Jesus (Romans 8:1).  They are adopted as God’s own children forever (Romans 8:15-17).  Nothing in all creation can ever 
separate believers from the love of God as revealed in Jesus Christ (Romans 8:31-39). 

N OT E S
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Stress in sport is normal and can be very helpful in 
preparing you to perform at your best. However, chronic 
stress from fear of failure can deplete your body of the 
resources it needs to compete.  Fear that your value is at 
stake can trigger the same neurological and physiological 
responses that occur when you are physically threatened.   
Chronic fear of failure has many negative impacts on your 
emotional health, can impact your relationship with your 
loved ones and carry over into your life after sport.  It can 
lead to burnout, feelings of depression and anxiety, and 
negative views of self. And this is all in addition to limiting 
your ability to achieve your best sport performance. Some 
signs include:

fear of letting others down•	
fear of meeting others expectations •	
fear of the unknown consequences•	
fear of shame/embarrassment•	
fear of losing love and support•	

RESOURCES >>> 
www.ideafit.com/fitness-library/failuret
www.mindtools.com/pages/article/fear-of-failure.htm
www.sportsfitnessnetwork.com/2014/09/the-phenomenon-of-fear-of-failure-in-sport/

emotions:
fear of
failure

CrITICal 
ISSUeS In 

SPOrT

“Failure makes you despondent and irritated with 
yourself and it affects your play badly…”         

—elite teenage athlete, answering  
a survey on failure in sport

Fear of failure can trick athletes into thinking that their worth and value as a human 
being depends on how they perform in sport. This mindset can become ingrained and 
not only rob an athlete of the joy of competition, but also steal the joy of life.

are yoU ConstantLy thinking aboUt What WiLL •	
haPPen iF yoU Lose or do not PerForm WeLL?
do yoU Find yoUrseLF FeeLing anXioUs every •	
time yoU think aboUt ComPetition?
do yoU Find it hard to enJoy daiLy aCtivities •	
and reLationshiPs beCaUse oF intrUsive 
thoUghts aboUt the neXt ComPetition?

Principles for avoiding fear of failure: 
Recognize your own worth and value apart from sport.1. 
Become more aware of your body sensations and 2. 
thoughts associated with fear of failure.
Foster relationships with people who have an interest 3. 
in you beyond your athletic performance and to whom 
you can disclose your fears.
Invest in your own emotional health by developing 4. 
healthy coping skills, not only for dealing with fear but 
also for life satisfaction

“Of all the liars in the world, 
sometimes the worst are your 
own fears.”

—rudyard kipling, 
british Author
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Remember that Christ did not die for those who are righteous, perfect, and who never fail. In fact, he died 
for the opposite. He died for those who know they are weak, who are flawed, and who sometimes fail 
(Matthew 9:13). He knows we can’t be perfect, that is why He took that burden from us and was obedient, 
perfect, sinless for us. We rest in Jesus’s performance, not ours. Because he did NOT fail, we are free TO fail. 
This is the kind of love that “casts out fear.” 

How might you think about and treat your fears differently if you believed God’s promises of love, to be true 5. 
for you?  
 
 
 

Are you or someone you know enslaved to the fear of failure?  What truths from the Scripture texts above 6. 
(or another one you know) would be important to remember when the fear of failure comes into your mind 
and emotions? 

Lord, aLthoUgh i Fear FaiLUre, i remember that i have the PerFeCt reCord oF JesUs Christ, a Person 
Who never gave in to Fears and doUbts. hoLy sPirit, heLP me groW in reCognizing and beLieving 
god’s UnboUnded Love and aCCePtanCe For me, regardLess oF my PerFormanCe. When i am temPted 
to FoCUs on my aChievements or my FaiLUres, remind me that my LiFe is hidden in Christ aLone, 
Whose steadFast Love never FaiLs and is aLWays avaiLabLe to me, giving me PeaCe, graCe, and hoPe

R E A D  1  J O H N  4 : 1 8  &  Z E P H A N I A H  3 : 1 7

From the Scripture text above, what is said about love?  What is said about fear? 1. 
 
 
 

In competition, what are you most afraid of? Why?   2. 
 
 
 

Does it surprise you that God has that kind of love for you in the midst of your failure? Why? 3. 
 
 
 

How do you, others, and the culture’s voices treat and speak to you when you fail? 4. 
 
 
 
 

additional bible references on failure  >>>   Exodus 14: 5-31. Psalms 32 & 61.

bIble
STUDy

emotions:
fear of
failure

 before going into any competition you have 
to prepare yourself mentally and physically. this 
preparation gives you strength to go up against 
an opponent.  Fear of failure is perhaps one of 
the greatest opponents an athlete or coach 
experiences.

If we are unsure or doubtful of who we really are, fears 
creep in.  Trusting God’s love for us minimizes our fear of 
failure and allows us to compete freely.  As people who 
are always judged by their performance and record, 
it is crucial to remember that you are not alone as 
you seek to follow Jesus.  
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“i am the unluckiest athlete at these games!” 
—a competitor at a major sporting event

RESOURCES >>>  www.helpguide.org/articles/grief-loss/coping-with-grief-and-loss.htm
  www.lifejourney.co.nz/grief-counselling-auckland?gclid=Cmsth9mjnseCFcmJvaodckmagg

emotions:
grief & loss

CrITICal 
ISSUeS In 

SPOrTHe had just pulled his hamstring in the final where he was leading 20 meters from the 
finish line. He was actually demonstrating classic characteristics of grief and loss in sport. 
He was one of the 97% of Olympic athletes who return home without securing a medal. 
Grief is the emotional suffering you feel when something or someone you love is taken 
away. Sports is about competition, therefore sportspeople have to deal with loss and grief 
on a regular basis. How well are you prepared for losses in sport and in life in general?
 
Grief, loss and transition are found in sport in winning and losing, injury, being benched, 
not being chosen, not achieving personal bests, changing clubs, etc. Outside of sport, grief 
is experienced in relational breakdowns, illness, financial changes, abuse, miscarriage, 
change in family status and much more.

R E S P O N S E S  T O  G R I E F

PHYSICAL

EMOTIONAL

BEHAVIORAL

SOCIAL

SPIRITUAL

Fatigue, feelings of exhaustion, palpitations, nausea, 
light-headedness, dizziness, aches and pains, 
insomnia, change in appetite, change in sex drive.

Emotional swings, sadness, anger, irritability, panic, anxiety, helplessness, self-blame, fear, guilt.

Forgetfulness, difficulty concentrating, emptiness, continually re-telling the stories surrounding 
the grief incident.

Overly sensitive, dependent, withdrawn, hyperactive / under active, relationship difficulties.

Doubting belief system, questioning spiritual values, loss of faith, feeling betrayed by God.

5  S T A G E S  O F  G R I E F
DENIAL

ANGER

BARGAINING

DEPRESSION

ACCEPTANCE

“This can’t be happening to me.”

“why is this happening? who is to blame?” 

“Make this not happen, and in return I will ____.”

“I’m too sad to do anything.” 

“I’m at peace with what happened.”

The Olympic athlete mentioned above 
experienced three emotions in two short 
minutes: denial (this can’t be happening), 
anger (why is this happening to me?), and 
depression (I am too sad I don’t know what 
to do.) During a match, you must be able to 
process all five stages, sometimes within 
minutes of a disappointment, in order to be 
ready for the next play or within a day to be 
ready for the next competition.

Some questions to help you process:
Have I accepted the reality of this loss?•	
How will I “wear my pain” or experience it or talk about it?•	
How am I adjusting physically, emotionally, mentally, spiritually, practically?•	
How will I respond, re-engage, and re-invest back into my sport and life?•	
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What is the difference between only hearing about God and seeing Him personally? Has your grief and loss 4. 
made you bitter or better? Why? 
 
 
 

How has Job grown in his view of God from his initial response in chapter one to his later response in 5. 
chapter 42? 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The Psalmist declares that no matter what happens, we can turn to God in time of need. He is always 6. 
there. He is all knowing, and He is all-powerful. How can you begin to throw yourself into the caring arms 
of God? Who else can you share these words of comfort and hope with?

aLL PoWerFUL and Caring Father, in those times oF Pain, grieF and 
Loss, may i see yoU CLearLy and trUst yoU even When it is hard and 
ConFUsing. JesUs, yoU knoW What it FeeLs Like so PLease heLP me noW.

R E A D  J O B  1 : 2 1 - 2 2
What is Job’s initial response to the pain and suffering he has experienced? What does this say about Job? About God? 1. 
 
 
 

If you were to be really honest about your own grief, what would you want to tell God or ask Him? Don’t worry, He can 2. 
handle your doubts or accusations. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

In verses 1-3, what position does Job take before God? How might seeing Job’s example help you in your own situation? 3. 
 
 
 
 

additional bible references on Grief & loss  >>>
Mark 4:35-41 Trusting him in the storms.  John 11:33-36 Jesus listens and weeps.

R E A D  J O B  4 2 : 1 - 6

R E A D  J O B  4 2 : 1 - 6

bIble
STUDy

emotions:
grief &

loss

 grief and loss come in various forms, the most 
tragic being the death of a loved one. in sports, 
however, grief and loss are part of everyday reality, 
whether through injuries, or sitting on the bench, 
or being traded. 

 Even Olympian Medalist Valerie Adams, who has won 
over 55 international shot put events in a row, has had to deal 
with grief and loss. In the 2012 Olympics, Valerie was defeated 
by Nadzeya Ostapchuk, who was later stripped of her gold 
medal for testing positive for illegal drugs. Both of these 
women experienced loss. Valerie was later awarded 
the gold but still experienced the pain and heartache 
surrounding the circumstances.
 In the Old Testament, Job experienced deep 
pain and loss. He lost his family, his possessions and 
his health. During his crisis, Job learned to trust 
God even when the answers were not there. 
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NEGATIVE SELF-TALK
detrimentaL to PerFormanCe

I am an idiot!
It’s the referee’s fault.
If only I could have...
I will never recover.
We are not playing well today.
These conditions are terrible.
I can’t. I feel like quitting.
My shot is weak.

POSITIVE SELF-TALK
enhanCes PerFormanCe

Instructional
Keep your eye on the ball.
Take a deep breath.
motivational
I deserve to be here.
I can do this.
I have dreamed of this moment.
Let’s go!

 during intense competition it is easy to get discouraged 
or distracted by a poor performance or difficult situation. how 
you react mentally is crucial. research has shown that athletes 
who utilize positive self-talk are more successful.

Positive self-talk begins by changing your definition of success.  Evaluate your effort 
against your current phase of training, not against your opponents’ performance.

“If everyone did what 
we are capable of 
we would literally 
astound ourselves.”

—Thomas Edison, 
American inventor  

of electricity.

emotions:
self-talk

CrITICal 
ISSUeS In 

SPOrT

R E S O U R C E S  > > >
www.winallraces.wordpress.com/tag/self-talk/
www.sportpsychindia.wordpress.com/tag/optimal-level-of-arousal/
www.ausport.gov.au/sportscoachmag/psychology2/listening_to_the_voices_in_your_head_identifying_and_
 adapting_athletes_self-talk

S.T.O.P. negative Self-Talk  
Try this exercise after practice or a game.

creen it. Evaluate — What situation or event triggered my negative 
thoughts? Describe the situation. i.e. I  missed an easy lay-up, etc.

arget it. Define — What am I believing and saying about myself in 
my interpretation of the above event? Describe how you responded: 
feelings (anger, worry, anxiety, fear, guilt, confusion, embarrassment, 
disappointment) and behavior (did you curse, yell, sulk?).

wn it. Search — Where did I get this idea about myself? From parents, bad 
experiences, coaches, friends/peers, teammates?

lace it. Decide — Are you willing to get rid this negative thought? Throw  
it away.

S

T

O

P

STarT Positive Self-Talk 
Self-talk is just “telling yourself what is really true,” giving yourself encouragement and putting yourself in the best mental 
state to perform well.  How much do you hurt yourself by telling yourself lies or discouraging things in your performance? 
Evaluate whether your training and living environment enhances truth-telling.
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Much of this passage dwells on the negative effects of the tongue. In what ways does negative self-talk in 4. 
your life affect your performance or other areas of your life? 
 
 
 
 

Look at the four proverbs below. What kind of effect does positive self-talk have on people? How could you 5. 
begin to apply this in your own life? 
Proverbs 12:18  reckless words pierce like a sword, but the tongue of the wise brings healing. 
Proverbs 15:4   The tongue that brings healing is a tree of life, but a deceitful tongue crushes the spirit. 
Proverbs 18:21  The tongue has the power of life and death, and those who love it will eat its fruit. 
Proverbs 21:23  He who guards his mouth and his tongue keeps himself from calamity.  
 
Who can you pass this wisdom on to?  By modeling it in front of them? By talking to them about it?

R E A D  J A m E S  3 : 2 - 9

What pictures does the author use in showing the important role of the tongue in guiding our behavior or actions?  1. 
 
 
 
 

What consequences do you see that come from an uncontrolled tongue?  2. 
 
 
 
 

Think about this passage in terms of how we talk to ourselves.  How do the words and messages you tell yourself 3. 
“set your life on fire?” 
 
 
 
 
 

additional bible references on Self-Talk >>>   Philippians 4:8, talk to yourself with these truths. 
Read Ephesians 1:3-13 out loud. replace the words “us”, “you” and “we” with your own name.

Father shoW me aLL the Ways that i taLk to myseLF and to others 
in negative or Positive Words. heLP me to rePLaCe negative 
thoUghts and Words With instrUCtive or enCoUraging Words.

bIble
STUDy

emotions:
self-talk

 Controlling what we say about ourselves and to 
ourselves is a challenge for all of us. Would you like to 
take a look at how the bible describes the challenge 
and how we can manage it?

Often when we think about rules or standards for our speech, 
we think in terms of how we should be communicating with 
others. But in competitive sport an athlete is also constantly 
talking to himself or herself. And what you say to yourself 
has a real effect upon your performance.
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emotions:
pressure 
to perform

CrITICal 
ISSUeS In 

SPOrT

 there’s no time left on the clock, you are at the free-throw line, you must 
make both shots to win the game... it’s come down to penalty kicks and you are 
chosen to take it... your dad is in the audience and you feel like you have to please 
him... it feels like the expectations of your whole country, city, team or family are 
sitting on your shoulders…

Have you ever found yourself saying something like, “I have practiced this 1000 times and 
know how to do it, but in this situation I am not sure if I can do this.” Physically, you often 
feel more muscle tension, sweaty hands, increased heart rate, etc.

JUst as yoU Learned PhysiCaL skiLLs, PraCtiCed them and then 
PerFormed in ComPetition, yoU WiLL aLso need to Learn neW 
skiLLs, PraCtiCe and Use them to deaL With PressUre.

Dealing with mental/emotional Symptoms
Avoid focusing on external things (money, trophies, results), 
uncontrollable things (opponents, press comments) and 
distractions (weather, crowd size). Instead, focus on things 
you can control (your game plan) and tell yourself the truth 
(you are ready, fit, prepared, and deserve to be here).

Dealing with Physical Symptoms
Relaxation techniques can be helpful if pressure is felt 
physically (muscle tension, high heart rate). Controlling your 
breathing pace and depth is most easy to learn and use.

evaluate your Own activation level
The positive side of pressure is your own activation level. 
Learn to evaluate it and discern how much you need for 
your own stimulation.

How much activation/excitement is good for you? •	
When do you perform your best?
Can you control your activation level or does it •	
control you?

UNDER
STIMULATED

Lethargic
Bored
Sluggish
Not Enough Challenge
Too Much Mastery
Over-Controlled
Overconfident
Under-Committed

“Why bother to do it?”

OPTIMAL 
STIMULATION

Calm
Focused
Energized
Optimal Challenge
Mastery
In Control
Confident
Committed

“i Can do it.”

OVER 
STIMULATED

Nervous
Scattered
Hyper
Too Much Challenge
Not Enough Mastery
Out of Control
Under-Confident
Overcommitted

“i have to do it.”

Create a pre-game external environment that will boost 
the stimulation level you need (music, location, people you 
allow near you). Create a pre-game internal environment 
where you choose to take control of what you are thinking 
about (focus on what you can control).

R E F L E C T I O N

“[The media attention] is 
nice, but when 100 people 
approach you a day, everyone 
wanting something from you, 
it is more than one person 
can handle. I need to either 
wear a mask or go hide in 
the woods to clear my head 
before the competition.” 

—barbora spotakova, 
Czech javelin competitor

Have you taken the time to evaluate the sources of your •	
pressure or why pressure affects you?
If it’s external pressure (“it feels like a steamroller rolling •	
over me”), are you too concerned with the outcomes of 
your competition? “I have to win because…” 
If it’s internal pressure (“It feels like a volcano inside of •	
me.”), are you comfortable with yourself whether you win 
or lose? “I have to win to feel good about who I am?”

R E S O U R C E S  > > >   The Edge: “Coping Up” Under Pressure  www.psychologytoday.com/blog/the-edge-peak- 
performance-psychology/201002/the-edge-coping-under-pressure

Reducing Anxiety in the Competitive Environment  www.appliedsportpsych.org/resource-center/resources-for-coaches/reduc-
ing-anxiety-in-the-competitive-environment/
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God does not often change the circumstances; He changes us. Did He do anything? How did Jesus respond? 4. 
 
 
 
 
 

When you go to God the Father in distress, what do you need to believe about Him and yourself to find 5. 
peace and perspective? Is there someone in your life with whom you can share this insight, so they can 
also find peace?

Lord, yoU knoW aboUt and Understand my inner strUggLes and Fears. heLP 
me to Let them go and entrUst my FUtUre to yoU. i Pray For a sense oF yoUr 

PresenCe and PeaCe When i FeeL the Weight oF the WorLd on my shoULders.

What pressures do you think Jesus felt as He headed to the cross?  What outside pressures that caused of this 1. 
internal turmoil? 
 
 
 
 

How would you rephrase verse 42 in your own words? What does this say about Jesus’ relationship with His Father?  2. 
 
 
 
 

When Jesus felt the weight of the world on His shoulders and His disciples did not support Him, where did He get 3. 
his strength and perspective? 
 
 
 
 

additional bible references on Pressure  >>>   Philippians 4:4-9  Finding peace in pressure. 
Luke 4:1-14  dealing with physical, emotional & spiritual pressure.

bIble
STUDy

emotions:
pressure 

to perform

 you can’t really get rid of outside (external) 
pressure.  there is always someone or something that 
has unrealistic expectations for you (family, coach, 
fans, press, federation, sponsors). it’s part of the 
reality when you pursue sport at an elite level. 
the goal is to learn to manage the pressure.

Pressure from the inside of yourself (internal) is a little 
different, but is usually a response from the external 
forces.  Where is it coming from?  Often, it’s a question of 
what you are feeling and believing about yourself that 
determines the type of response to the pressure. For 
his followers, Jesus provides a role model for dealing 
with the external and internal pressures.

R E A D  m A T T H E W  2 6 : 3 9 - 4 6
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“i Can’t PLay being mad. i go oUt there and have FUn. 
it’s a game, and that’s hoW i am going to treat it.”

—ken griFFey, Jr., Pro basebaLL PLayer

You may have been taught that anger is the best form of motivation for the elite athlete.  
If so, you may need to evaluate whether anger is a common emotion when you play and 
whether you can manage your anger in competitive situations.

Anger is a natural response to being misunderstood, experiencing pain or injustice. 
Everyone wants to be respected and valued and everyone has a desire for fairness. When 
that doesn’t happen, the tendency is to want to punish someone. While the feeling is 
normal, your response is critical to your performance and your development as an athlete 
and a person. 

Anger has the potential to be directed positively or negatively, and the energy it creates 
can be focused toward your goal or turned into aggression, violence, or self-judgment 
in sport. If it is not managed appropriately, people will get hurt, including you. Anger 
will never recover your dignity and reputation. Are there better ways to handle 
your frustrations?

emotions:
anger

CrITICal 
ISSUeS In 

SPOrT

Honestly evaluate if what is triggering your anger is really an injustice or just you wanting •	
to get your own selfish or competitive driven way?
keep your anger focused on the action that took place rather than on the person who •	
carried it out? when you react, it distracts you from your performance or hurts your team in 
some other way.
choose a response that is honouring to the spirit of sport and will not hurt you or your •	
teammates’ performance.

    http://davidwoolfson.co.uk/what-can-you-do/
RESOURCES >>>  https://www.competitivedge.com/yellinganger-sports
   http://www.stack.com/2012/03/27/sports-anger-management/

BEHAVIORAL

A coach, parent, team 
culture, or athlete has 
modeled it.

BIOLOGICAL

My body and mind are 
reacting to injury, drugs, 
sleep loss, or diet.

ENVIRONMENTAL

I am responding to 
injustice, a tragedy, a 
loss, or performance 
stress. 

EMOTIONAL

My deepest needs 
for identity, value, 
acceptance and 
relationships are not 
being met through sport.

FACTORS  CONTRIBUT ING  TO  ANGER

tiPs to PraCtiCe When FeeLings oF  
anger arise dUring ComPetition
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Lord JesUs, heLP Us to trUst yoU so We don’t have to PUnish 
others. heLP me to evaLUate my emotions and resPonses in 
the heat oF ComPetition and LiFe. yoU took aWay oUr sin and 
noW We are Free to Love even When We don’t FeeL Like it. heLP 
Us not take revenge or retaLiate even in sPorts. We trUst yoU 
as the shePherd and gUardian oF oUr soULs.

R E A D  1  P E T E R  2 : 2 1 - 2 5

How did Jesus respond to injustice? What did He do? What did He not do? 1. 
 
 
 
 

What names are used to describe God in verse 25? How does knowing His care for you give you peace and comfort in 2. 
the midst of trials? 
 
 
 
 

Verse 24 says that Jesus was punished to take away our sins? Have you come to a place to receive Christ’s 3. 
forgiveness so you can forgive others? Why or why not? 
 
 
 

additional bible references on anger  >>>    Proverbs 15:18, 17:27, 21:19, 29:22.
additional resources  >>>    Hiebert, D.   angry athletes and the almighty. 

JUSTIFIED ANGER

Exodus 32: 7-10, John 2:13-16 
A God-given emotion. 

A correct response to injustice or evil. 
Example: A willful wrong call by an official. 
 
 
 

Difficult to discern honestly in the heat of the 
moment, combined with my desire to win. 

Ephesians 4:26 
What are some ways that I can handle this 
justified anger?

UNJUSTIFIED ANGER

Emotional response arising from our “flesh.”

An immature response when I try to use sport to 
meet a God-given need (acceptance, value).
Example: I need affirmation and want sport to meet 
that need through coaches, fans, and refs. When 
they don’t, I react with anger.

A challenge to evaluate how I look to false sources 
(sport) to meet my deepest needs.

Proverbs 14:17, 29, 19:19
What are some ways that I can handle this 
unjustified anger?

E V A L U A T I N G  Y O U R  A N G E R

HOW CAN I APPLY THIS IN SPECIFIC WAYS IN mY SPORT?   James 1:19, Ephesians 4:31, Romans 12:17-19

bIble
STUDy

emotions:
anger

 anger is a common emotion and 
easily expressed in sport.

It can often be confused or entangled with other 
emotions that are also present during competition, 
such as frustration, intensity, will to win, pressure 
to perform or reaction to pain. It can be helpful if 
we evaluate our anger and then learn to control 
our behavior and responses.
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relationships

THeOlOGICal
PerSPeCTIVe

 While god created us for interdependent 
and harmonious relationships, sin hurts 
our ability to relate healthily as god 

intends. in Christ, however, humanity finds reconciliation with god, others, self and all 
creation. as sportspersons who have experienced god’s life-changing reconciliation, we 
have a responsibility to lead others to experience it as well, to foster this reconciliation 
in our sport, and to offer ourselves for the good of others.

we were CreaTeD TO be In relaTIOnSHIP wITH GOD anD OTHerS.

 In Jean Paul Sartre’s play no Exit, three characters are stuck in a waiting room bound for hell.  Trapped with neither 
a sense of time nor hope for a way out, they proceed to pick away at one another’s outer protective shells, which had 
served to distance them from other people during their earthly life.  By simply stating the unfiltered truth, they claw at one 
another’s insecurities, annoying each other toward a frayed breaking point. Garcin, the singular male character in the room, 
recognizes the ironic reality of their predicament: While they desperately need one another to reflect their own existence, 
they already despise one another for taking their precious space and reminding each other of their personal flaws.  He 
summarizes their situation by saying:

“so this is hell.  I’d never have believed it.  you remember all we were told about the torture 
chambers, the fire and brimstone, the ‘burning marl.’ Old wives’ tales!  There’s no need for red-hot 
pokers.  Hell is—other people!” 

 While obviously seeking to provoke, Sartre nevertheless illustrates a contemporary ethos all too prevalent in our 
age—a belief that other humans are the primary problem in life! It’s an inescapable dilemma - we have a desperate need 
for human connection and yet people bring inevitable conflict, pain, and problems into our lives (Of course, we also bring 
difficulty into the lives of others).  This tension leads some to believe we are in a post-human age where technology and 
artificial intelligence can replace our need for humans. At its core this is simply an unsatisfying modern way of dealing with 
the same unavoidable tension—we can’t live with people, but we certainly cannot live without them!  

 God created us to be in relationship—with Him and with others.  By design, we need other people and need to 
cultivate meaningful relationships with other humans.  But what does it mean to relate healthily with other people? How 
should we view other people and our relationship to them?  Why do relationships with others inevitably demand a Spirit-
filled response?  Why does the athletic context foster deeper relationships with teammates while at times making it more 
difficult to trust others?  In the context of sports, how should we think about ourselves in relationship to our teammates, 
our coaches, our competition, our spouses, or our partners?

we were maDe TO lIVe InTerDePenDenTly, nOT In ISOlaTIOn.  

 When God says, “It is not good that the man should be alone,” in Genesis 2:18, He is not making a statement tied 
solely to gender.  While this passage may certainly be understood in the context of males and females and the prescriptive 
ordering of man and woman together in a marriage relationship, it should not be limited to its gender qualifications.    

 By suggesting that it is not good for “man” to be alone, God generically makes a statement about all humankind 
and His desire for them to be in relationship with others like themselves.  As Adam wandered through the land and saw 
the many animals hanging out with one another, he couldn’t find another like him anywhere.  The creation of Eve not only 
provided a companion for Adam but fulfilled God’s desire for mankind to be in interdependent relationships with one another 
(Genesis 2:18-24). Just as God maintains harmony within the Godhead—Father, Son and Holy Spirit—so also mankind would 
have the opportunity to live in harmony with one another. 

 Indeed, we were created with a positive and healthy need for other people, a need for interdependent relationships. 
When we are independent, we operate as though we do not need anyone and seek to navigate life alone.  At the other 
extreme, dependent persons have no idea who they are apart from other people and rely on others to take responsibility 
for their lives.  codependency arises when a person attaches himself or herself to the addictive behavior of another and 
allows their emotional, physical, and mental status to be determined by the ebbs and flows of the others’ behavior.  But 
interdependence occurs when a person has a secure sense of who they are and then chooses to be mutually dependent 
on other people, bringing their strengths and weaknesses as individuals to bear on one another for the betterment of 
both persons.  In sports, we see examples of intricate systems of human interdependence.  Coaches, players, opponents, 
referees, and spectators are all integral pieces which work together to form the experience we know and love. In sport 
and in life, we cannot escape our need for one another. This interdependence is God’s design for relationships—at varying 
degrees of intimacy—of all sorts.

HUman relaTIOnSHIPS are COrrUPTeD by SIn.   

 When Adam and Eve chose disobedience over obedience in the garden, every future relational aspect of the human 
journey became damaged.  In Genesis 3:14-24, we learn that, due to sin, enmity would characterize humanity’s relationship 
with God, one another, and the rest of creation.  After rebelling against God, Adam and Eve hid from God and from one 
another, introducing both blame and shame into the human emotional vocabulary, while also creating separation in every 
version of relationship available to them.  Thus, even under the best of circumstances, every human relationship struggles 
for harmony.
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 Indeed, he wants them to love one another into loving others!  This love equals an agape approach to people, 
valuing them not as a result of feelings or familial status or a particular level of friendship, but out of a desire for their own 
growth and flourishing.  It is an unselfish love, a sacrificial approach to people that stops asking “What can I get from this 
relationship?” and instead repeatedly asks, “What can I do to help you flourish—to live out God’s plan for your life?”  It is a 
love that accepts people right where they’re at, but never lets them stay there—it pulls out the God-given best that resides 
inside others, first by helping them to be reconciled to God, then by continuing to help them live out their new life in Him.  
Instead of asking what others might bring into our own lives, the maturing Christ-follower asks, “What is best for you in this 
situation and how might I be a part of bringing that end about?”

 Jesus says there is no greater love than the type that is willing to sacrifice of one’s self for the good of another 
(John 15:13). When a sportsperson is reconciled to God, he is equipped to be an advocate for the good of others in sport, as 
well as for the good of sport itself. A coach who has experienced such a renewed perspective is able to see his players not 
as tickets to success but as people, and his purpose not as crafting a winning program but ultimately to transform lives 
for good. A renewed and reconciled athlete fosters among her teammates and opponents a healthy sense of competition, 
which is characterized not by hatred and an attempt to destroy but by respect and mutual striving toward excellence. 
Reconciliation in Christ restores all relationships to point toward God’s good plan for all creation.

Q U E S T I O N S  F O R  R E F L E C T I O N

Consider two or three significant relationships in your life (e.g. spouse, friend, family 1. 
member, teammate). Which most closely describes the nature of your relationship with each: 
independence, dependence, codependence, or interdependence? 

In what ways have you observed or experienced broken relationships in your life? In your 2. 
specific sports context?  

How does God’s reconciliation bring healing in each of the broken relationships above? 3. 

What should be the ultimate purpose of our relationships (e.g. with our teammates, coaches, 4. 
spouse, competition, sport)? 

RESOURCES FOR FURTHER STUDY >>>
 
Allender, Dan.  the healing Path: how the hurts in your Past Can Lead you to a more abundant Life. 
Waterbrook Press, Colorado Springs, CO, 2000.
  
Augsberger, David.  Caring enough to Confront: how to Understand and express your deepest Feelings 
toward others. Regal Books, Ventura, CA, 2009.

Downs, Tim and Joy.  one of Us must be Crazy…and i’m Pretty sure it’s you. Moody Publishers, Chicago, IL, 2010.

Muehlhoff, Tim.  i beg to differ: navigating difficult Conversations with truth and Love. InterVarsity Press, 
Downers Grove, IL, 2014.

Nouwen, Henri.  Wounded healer. Image Books, 1979.

 In the world of sports we see countless examples of disharmony and enmity in human relationships. Elite coaches 
can easily view recruits not as people but as tickets to their program’s success. Athletes often view their opponents as 
enemies to be destroyed or conquered. Sex is often sought selfishly to assure a false concept of masculinity or femininity 
rather than treasured as a true gift to foster unity in marriage.  Being on the road for half the season, it is difficult for 
professional athletes to honor their marriage commitments and maintain mutually supportive friendships. Like any human, 
an athlete or coach longs for intimacy and connection but regularly turns to inadequate substitutes in an attempt to fill 
the void. It is common for sportspersons to make their sport an idol, hoping their worship of it will fill a void created by the 
absence of relationship with Jesus Christ. We mistake the superficial, performance-conditioned praise of people for real 
and genuine connection. When we live apart from God in the brokenness of sin, our relationships with self, sport and fellow 
competitors cannot function harmoniously as they were intended. The presence of sin in all its various forms continues to 
wreck havoc on human interactions today.  Only a confrontation with sin allows for relationships to potentially experience 
the vulnerability, closeness, and depth they were intended to promote.

HUman relaTIOnSHIP wITH GOD IS reSTOreD THrOUGH THe reCOnCIlIaTIOn  
He PrOVIDeS, fOreSHaDOwInG THe POSSIbIlITy Of reCOnCIlIaTIOn wITH eaCH OTHer. 

 Paul asserts that in Christ a person is made into a “new creation,” that Jesus brings about a transformation in 
a person that reconnects their spirit to God the Father (II Corinthians 5:17).  Relationship with God is restored—indeed, 
“reconciled”—through the sacrifice of Christ on the cross in a place of judgment and alienation.  Thus, with relationship 
to God restored, humans are empowered not only to “walk” with God through the day, but they are also given a “ministry 
of reconciliation” toward others as well (II Corinthians 5:18).  That is, every Christ follower should view themselves as 
an ambassador for Christ, as one charged with helping others to experience relational reconciliation with God also (II 
Corinthians 5:20, 21).  

 Out of this reconciliation with God comes not only a new perspective on life as seen through “kingdom” eyes, 
but a new view of other people as well.  Paul suggests that from now on the believer in Christ will no longer view others 
“according to the flesh” —that is, according to outward appearance, social standing, or human categorization—but instead 
will view others as God views them, as people with a desperate need for God, a broken existence because of sin, and a 
wonderful future because of the potential for reconciliation with God and others (II Corinthians 5:16). 

 Reconciliation to God lays a foundation for the renewal of harmonious relationships in sports. Reconciliation is 
paramount to putting sports and praise in proper perspective. When Christ is worshipped as Lord, all other satisfactions 
associated with sports become secondary. Athletic skills and success serve and submit to the Creator rather than the 
other way around. No longer looking to find her value in her sport, an athlete is freed to enjoy the gift of competition and 
surrender her performance as an act of worship unto the Lord. She is also empowered to seek reconciliation with coaches, 
teammates, and opponents. Rather than viewing opponents as enemies to be destroyed, is it possible they can be seen as 
fellow travelers with whom we are striving for excellence?   
 

a PrImary reSPOnSIbIlITy In lIfe InVOlVeS enGaGInG OTHer PeOPle  
anD enCOUraGInG THem TO lIVe well, THe way GOD InTenDeD.

 The writer of Hebrews wrote to a group of people who, like all people in all times, were having relationship tensions.  
They were busy, distracted by personal concerns, and were not engaging one another in meaningful ways.  The writer 
urges them to “consider how to stir up one another to love and good works, not neglecting to meet together, as is the habit 
of some, but encouraging one another” (Hebrews 10:24-25). He essentially says, “You need each other!  Make sure you are 
intentionally spending time together, and not just to socialize, but to purposely help each other love well and do right!”  He 
wants them to actively engage one another, to provoke, to stimulate a desire in each other to do loving good works.  
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“every conflict we face in life is rich with positive and negative potential. it 
can be a source of inspiration, enlightenment, learning, transformation, and 
growth—or rage, fear, shame, entrapment, and resistance. the choice is not up 
to our opponents, but to us, and our willingness to face and work through them.”

—kenneth Cloke and Joan goldsmith, Conflict management Consultants 

RESOURCES >>>  www.huffingtonpost.com/joyce-marter-/conscious-relationships_b_4504510.html
 Webinar: “Why can’t we all get along?’ www.youtube.com/watch?v=xkygpaFlaJ8#t=32

relationships:
conflict 
resolution

CrITICal 
ISSUeS In 

SPOrT
Conflict is embedded in the very nature of competitive sports. Coaches are trying to 
keep their jobs, teams are trying to keep their fans and sponsors, and athletes their 
spot on the team. Anything blocking that goal creates conflict, interpersonally and/or 
organizationally.

R E S P O N S E S  T O  C O N F L I C T
AVOIDANCE / NEGLECTING Stay away and avoid being identified with either side.

COMPETING / DOMINATING The goal is to win whatever the cost.

COLLABORATE / INTEGRATING Get all parties involved to reach agreement.

COMPROMISE / SHARING Win a few so losing a few is more acceptable.

ACCOMMODATING / OBLIGING Preserve the relationship at all costs.

Conflict often has a negative connotation. But if you can step into a conflict with a 
new view of increased growth, understanding, intimacy and production, you create 
a pathway to manage or resolve the conflict successfully.  Conflict is like the ropes 
that secure a tent: too little tension and it is worth nothing, too much tension and 
it tears, adequate tension from all corners and the tent is useful and satisfying.

Ground rules for Conflict Conversations
Make sure all parties are allowed to disagree without feeling guilty.1. 
Each person must be allowed to state his or her position with energy and 2. 
honesty.
Protection from being hurt and hurting others must be sustained.3. 
Remind conflicting parties when progress is achieved.4. 

Tips During Conflict
Choose your fight. Is it critical? Make a difference? A skunk can beat a dog but 1. 
it isn’t worth it.
Define the conflict. Is it a problem in the past? Decision for future? The source 2. 
of most conflicts can be boiled down to knowledge, skill, attitude, or systems.
Center on the issue. Don’t let emotions sidetrack you from understanding the 3. 
issue and taking steps toward goals.
Identify the options. Allow for creativity and tension. The best decisions are 4. 
made when several approaches are considered.
Identify possible consequences. Think through the likely outcome of a 5. 
particular decision. Is it really helping solve the issue the best way for all 
parties concerned?

R E F L E C T I O N
Q U E S T I O N S

Has your view of conflict 1. 
kept you from embracing and 
appreciating the nature of 
conflict?
How does your current style 2. 
of managing conflict make 
it challenging for others (on 
your team, in your life) to work 
toward resolution?
Does your sport experience 3. 
make your ability to manage 
conflict harder or easier? Why?
How does your ability or 4. 
inability to handle conflict 
affect your team’s ability to 
improve?  How does it affect 
your ability to be coached, 
your performance, your 
training?
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Forgiveness is giving pardon to the offender. Why should we forgive? 4. 
 
 
 
 

Reconciliation is the movement toward restoring friendly relations. What would hinder you from forgiving 5. 
and moving toward reconciliation? 
 
 
 
 

Share with someone in your life who could use a word of encouragement and grace (4:29).6. 

additionaL verses For stUdy >>>   mattheW 7:1-5.  eXamine yoUrseLF First 
mattheW 5:23-25.  initiate With the one Who oFFended yoU

romans 12:18-21.  do aLL yoU Can to be at PeaCe

R E A D  E P H E S I A N S  4 : 2 5 - 5 : 4

What encourages or challenges you in this text? 1. 
 
 
 
 

Make a list of what to do and what not to do according to this passage. 2. 
   TO DO       NOT TO DO 
 
 
 
 
 

How might this way of living be a good starting place for managing conflict in your life? 3. 
 
 
 
 

additional resources  >>>   www.focusonthefamily.com/lifechallenges/relationship-challenges/
conflict-resolution/a-biblical-guide-to-resolving-conflict

bIble
STUDy

relationships:
conflict

resolution

 Conflict is challenging and 
often confusing but conflict can 
be an opportunity to strengthen 
relationships, produce greater 
results and demonstrate the 
love and power of Christ.
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 elite athletes marry at about the same rate (73%) as 
everyone else, but their divorce rate is considerably higher. the 
divorce rate among all pro athletes in the Us  is estimated at 
between 60 to 80 percent, according to The New York Times and 
Sports Illustrated. in addition to infidelity, issues dealing with 
money, fame, travel and time all can play a part in putting stress 
on an athlete’s marriage. 

Most couples enter into marriage expecting to succeed. They believe divorce statistics will not 
apply to them. Researchers tell us that 48% percent of those marrying today will become part 
of those statistics. But, when a person is in love, they believe that their love will last forever.

what is the definition of marriage? 
What makes a marriage a marriage? Is it standing in front of a minister, a priest, a rabbi, 
some other religious official, a justice of the peace, a ship captain?  Is it the ceremony 
or the commitment? The traditional definition of marriage is a covenant, a legal, public 
exclusive, permanent commitment between a man and woman to share every part of 
your life together. Some say that is old- fashioned and even suggest that marriage 
should be entered into in three-year segments, renewable at the end of the term if 
both spouses want to proceed.

what makes a marriage a good marriage? 
Bookshelves are filled with books written about things that go wrong in marriage, but what makes them go right? Dr. David H. 
Olson in his book 10 strengths to Make a Happy Marriage says, “In strong marriages there is a balance between separateness 
and togetherness. These couples make togetherness a top priority, ask each other for help, like doing things together and spend 
most of their free time together.” This is often a major challenge to sports people who travel a lot and have to spend much of their 
marriage separated from each other. 

Generally there are three types of marriages—independent relationships, dependent relationships and interdependent relationships. 
One of the goals of a good marriage should be to grow from an independent or dependent relationship to an interdependent 
relationship. When a person is independent they operate as though they don’t need anyone and seek to navigate life alone.  
Dependent people have no idea who they are apart from other people and rely on others to take responsibility for their lives.

Interdependence occurs when a person has a secure sense of who they are and then chooses to be mutually dependent on another 
person, bringing their strengths and weaknesses as individuals to bear on one another for the betterment of both persons. This 
requires a loving servanthood and mutual submission. This attitude allows each spouse to grow in an atmosphere of love and grace. 
Each spouse will feel loved and cherished. In this environment each person can learn:  

•	 the	ability	to	hear	criticism	without	being	crushed
•	 the	ability	to	give	criticism	without	crushing
•	 the	ability	to	forgive	people	without	residual	anger
•	 the	ability	to	take	your	mind	off	yourself		

relationships:
marriage

CrITICal 
ISSUeS In 

SPOrT

reFLeCtion qUestions

RESOURCES >>>      www.howwelove.com      www.marriagebuilders.com/index.html

what kind of marriage do you have? (dependent, independent or interdependent)1. 
How does your sport life affect your marriage?2. 
Have you talked honestly with your spouse about your sporting dreams? Are you pursuing those 3. 
dreams together?
Do you have relationships outside of your sport life which encourage togetherness in your marriage?4. 
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The Ephesians passage is in the context of being filled with the Holy Spirit, which is allowing the Spirit of 4. 
God to teach you, mediate for you, and convict you. This requires being open to Him. What prevents you 
from being open to God’s Spirit in your life? 
 
 

Why does Paul say a man must “leave his father and mother and be united to his wife?”  What else do we 5. 
have to leave to have a good marriage? 
 
 

What does it mean that husbands should love their wives as they love their own bodies? 6. 
 
 

If a husband and wife love each other and respect each other, what effect will that have on your 7. 
sport team and community?

Father, PLease make oUr marriage a marriage as yoU intended it to be.  
We aCknoWLedge that Loving as yoU Love does not Come natUraLLy to Us.  
heLP Us to Love as yoU Love, saCriFiCiaLLy, With graCe and trUth.  give Us 

the PoWer throUgh yoUr hoLy sPirit to have a reaLLy good marriage.

R E A D  G E N E S I S  2 : 1 8 - 2 5  &  E P H .  5 : 2 1 - 3 3
Why do you think God said it was not good for man to be alone?  What does it mean when God says, “He will make 1. 
a helper suitable for him?” 
 
 
 

Genesis 2:25 says, “The man and his wife were both naked and they felt no shame.” Why is that important?  Where 2. 
does shame come from? How does shame affect the relationship? 
 
 
 

Submission is not always a positive thought, yet Paul says to “submit out of reverence for Christ.” How might this 3. 
make a difference when it comes to loving and serving one another? 
 
 
 
 
 

additional bible references on marriage  >>>   
1 Corinthians 13 description of love.  Ephesians 4:29 Use your words to build up.

bIble
STUDy

relationships:
marriage

 nobody signs up for marriage with the thought, 
“i want a lousy marriage.” the desire to have a strong, 
healthy, good marriage is noble and god-given. genesis 
2:18 claims, “it is not good that man should be alone,” 
which is the only thing god says is not good. We were 
created to cultivate a relationship with god and with 
others, the most intimate and intense of which is 
in the marriage relationship.

Like sport, a good marriage does not just happen by accident 
but requires hard work, practice and discipline.  In our 
teams and sport communities we see the consequences 
when a marriage does not work.  How is it possible to 
have a relationship where one can give and receive 
criticism without being crushed or crushing?  Can 
we forgive without lingering anger and can we 
really take our mind off ourselves? 
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RESOURCES >>>  www.sirc.ca/blog/how-build-successful-team www.teamtechnology.co.uk/tt/h-articl/tb-basic.htm

relationships:
team unity

CrITICal 
ISSUeS In 

SPOrT

 When you are winning, there often is more tolerance for stressed relationships. 
Everyone feels better about themselves and their teammates. Increased losses, poor 
umpires, and angry coaches likely increase the teams’ impatience and frustration with 
one another. If you feel like your own team is breaking down from the inside (coaches and 
players yelling at each other on the sidelines), there is a growing sense that you have no 
chance to compete on the outside.

Describe experiences when you have really felt a part of a great team that had a common 
vision, you worked hard and enjoyed the relationships on that team. What non-tangible 
elements do you believe helped to create that?

E L E m E N T S  O F  A  D I V I D E D  T E A m                                                                          

LACK OF VISION People don’t know where they are going  
and why. Winning isn’t enough.

PRIDE AND EGO I want to succeed more than I want my team to succeed.

WEAK LEADERSHIP Team leaders give confusing or conflicting directions 
and do not balance demands with a caring attitude.

DISRESPECT People are unwilling to understand and move toward 
personality and cultural differences.

CRITICAL & NEGATIVE SPIRIT Condescending and destructive actions and words kill the spirit.

LACK OF ROLE DEFINITION Communication is not clear that all team members have a significant role on the team, 
whether the star, trainer, or injured.

TEAMMATES WHO ARE  
OPPONENTS Fighting hard for a position turns into a winner and loser relationally.

NO VENUE FOR HONEST  
COMMUNICATION

Expected to shut up and obey even when it is obvious that fractures are occurring.

LACK OF TRUST You can’t trust the others: just take care of yourself. 

CREATE VISION FOR UNITY.

COmmUNICATE ExPECTATIONS FOR UNITY.

CREATE AN ATmOSPHERE OF UNITY 
THROUGH LOVE AND ACCEPTANCE.

BUILD UNITY OUTSIDE OF YOUR SPORT.

BE AN ExAmPLE OF UNITY.

ALLOW PLAYER ONLY mEETINGS.

Through verbal and visual communication. Write and speak individual and team 
goals that support the whole.

Teach dignity and respect. Develop lessons in good communication.

Support successes, failures, trials, and challenges.
Create a culture or attitude of supportive accountability.

Plan recreational games, meals in homes, fun nights, team excursions, team 
building exercises.

Model vulnerability to other team members.  Speak truth and grace to others.

Coaches are not present.  Players work through issues together.
Player leaders can emerge.

T I P S  F O R  B U I L D I N G  T E A m  U N I T Y

Questions for reflection
As an athlete or coach, what things can I do  to  contribute to team unity? Can you identify one or two areas that need to be 
addressed immediately?  What goals can you put into place right now and for next season that will help to build team unity?
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As you viewed the Critical Issue, what areas do you see in your life or on your team that bring division 4. 
instead of unity? Is there something you can do about it? 
 
 
 
 

Are there others around you who need a hand up through a word of encouragement? A positive challenge 5. 
to another to raise the level of performance?  

Lord, reLationshiPs are hard. We are aLL trying to ComPete at the highest 
LeveL and sometimes my seLFishness and ego get in the Way oF bUiLding 
others UP. heLP me to be vULnerabLe and to be the brother or sister yoU 
have Created me to be. PLease give me the right Words at the right time 

and the abiLity to go oUt oF my Way to be a PeaCemaker on my team. 

R E A D  E C C L .  4 : 9  &  P R O V E R B S  2 7 : 1 7

What part of these texts is most encouraging to you? Why? 1. 
 
 
 

According to these verses, what role are we to play in one another’s lives?  2. 
 
 
 

Describe an experience when you have known this to be true. How did it motivate you or shape you to be better in 3. 
your sport? In your life? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

additional bible references on Unity >>>  Ephesians 4:29 Words spoken are for the  
building up of another.  Romans 12:18 do your part to be at peace with everyone.  

Hebrews 12:14, John 17: 20-22 the world will see Jesus if we are in unity.

bIble
STUDy

relationships:
team unity

 mother theresa got it right: “i can do things you 
cannot. you can do things i cannot. together we can 
do great things.” 

Isn’t it so much more satisfying to work toward a common goal 
(whether sports, work, family) with other people who help you 
to be your best? Who raise you up when you are down, who 
challenge you when you have more to give? God has designed 
us to lock arms with others to help us become who He 
wants us to be on and off the field.
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are Lgbt athletes respected and valued?
describe a time when you felt disrespected, or when you have 1. 
disrespected someone else.
What are some sport situations that have caused you to feel 2. 
hurt, afraid or angry?

Timeout for reflection
An international study on homophobia in sports, Out on the Fields, reports that 85 percent 
of LGBT* athletes have either experienced personally or witnessed homophobic abuse. 
Approximately half of those responding to the survey stated they had been threatened verbally, 
been bullied, experienced violence or excluded from their sport due to their sexuality.

The overall success of a team involves many factors, with team chemistry and unity being significant 
ones. LGBT athletes and coaches have often been assumed to be “a distraction” to a team’s 
success, hindering that chemistry and unity. While more and more have decided to challenge 
that assumption by coming out, others remain fearful of the consequences of being honest 
with their teammates and therefore hide their sexuality. This hiding can create stress in an 
athlete, which can negatively impact their athletic performance, emotional well-being and 
ultimately their self-image. “I’ve endured years of misery and gone to enormous lengths 
to live a lie. I was certain that my world would fall apart if anyone knew,” National 
Basketball Association (NBA) player Jason Collins said when coming out.

Being a part of a team means always respecting and valuing teammates—both as fellow human beings and fellow athletes. 
Unfortunately, many LGBT athletes live in fear of losing the respect, appreciation and friendship of teammates if they are 
open about their sexuality. We can help teammates be the best athletes possible by respecting them and their personal lives, 
regardless of our views. Showing them respect, love and acceptance as a person can help free them from the struggles that 
distract them from their sport.

“I’m just at a point in my life 
where I’M TIrED OF HAvInG TO 
PrETEnD TO bE sOMEbODy I’M 
nOT. I’m tired of having to hide 
my feelings about the person 
I care about. About the person 
I love… whether people think 
that’s right, whether they think 
it’s wrong, I don’t care… but I’m 
tired of being miserable… it has 
been miserable. And it hurts.” 

—sheryl swoopes, 
wnbA player/coach

relationships:
lGbT
teammates

CrITICal 
ISSUeS In 
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Common eXPerienCes oF Lgbt athLetes

R E S O U R C E S  > > >    the marin Foundation   www.themarinfoundation.org

*LGbT stands for the terms Lesbian, Gay, bisexual, Transgendered.
Other common terms are Transexual, Two-spirited and Queer. 

Hostility and Derogatory remarks
Team members tell gay jokes, call each other derogatory LGBT names, and 
state “that’s so gay.” Often others join in or stay silent, but don’t counter 
those remarks.

fear of reprisals
When LGBT athletes are exposed to a hostile atmosphere on their teams, 
they may fear losing starting positions, playing time, scholarships or 
friendships, especially if the coach is not supportive.

QUESTIONS FOR YOU
Have you ever made hurtful or derogatory remarks about 1. 
LGBT teammates or athletes in general? If so, think about 
what in you prompted this (upbringing, religious beliefs, a 
need to prove “I’m not one of them,” a need to fit in with 
others doing it).
Is there anyone you need to apologize to and ask 2. 
forgiveness from?

APPLICATION
All people, including teammates, deserve to be treated 
with dignity and respect, regardless of whether or not 
their sexual preferences agree with the moral values 
and religious beliefs of others, and vice versa. “Do to 
others as you would have them do to you.”
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Where does the power to love others come from? Read 1 John 4:19 for insight on this. Are you experiencing God’s 4. 
love for you? 
 
 
 
 
 

Are there teammates or friends who would be encouraged or challenged by you sharing these truths with them?5. 

dear god, thank yoU For yoUr Love For me. PLease heLP me to Love 
yoU and others more deePLy in both attitUde and aCtions. i ConFess 
i have not aLWays been Loving toWard teammates Who are diFFerent 

than me. heLP me to reaCh oUt to others With yoUr Love. 

R E A D  m A T T .  2 2 : 3 7 - 3 9  A N D  R O m A N S  1 3 : 8 - 1 0 

What stands out to you most about these two passages? How do they encourage or challenge you? 1. 
 
 
 

Why do you think Jesus selects these two commands as the greatest in Matthew 22? What insight does Romans 2. 
13:8-10 give you toward this answer?  
 
 
 
 

What do these verses say to us in terms of how we treat LGBT teammates? Are there changes you need to  3. 
make in light of this, such as things to start doing, things to stop doing? Are there things you are encouraged to 
continue doing? 
 
 
 
 

additional references on lGbT Teammates >>>   John 8:1-11.  andrew marin, Love is an Orientation:  
Elevating the Conversation with the Gay Community.  sam allberry, is god anti-gay?

bIble
STUDy
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 all people, including teammates, deserve to be 
treated with dignity and respect, regardless of whether or 
not their sexual preferences agree with the moral values 
and religious beliefs of others, and vice versa. 

 Throughout much of history, passages in the Bible have 
almost universally been understood to state that same-sex 
sexual relationships are outside of God’s design and plan for 
His children. God designed sexual relations exclusively for one 
man and one woman in a married relationship. 
 However, in making this known, Christ-followers 
have often treated the LGBT community very harshly, 
and thus have been outside God’s design for how they 
should love their neighbor. 
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 C.S. Lewis wrote in The Problem of Pain that while we can perhaps ignore pleasure, pain will insist on being 
attended to—one way or another.  He said, “God whispers to us in our pleasures, speaks in our conscience, but shouts in 
our pains: it is His megaphone to rouse a deaf world.” Lewis also says that pain, when surrendered into God’s hands, can be 
the most redemptive of gifts for our journey because it forces us back to God.

 All pain and suffering is a result of sin, disobedience to the Creator.  All of humanity—indeed, all of creation—groans 
under the weight of the initial human act of disobedience, and all matters regarding the flow of human history strain 
toward rectifying this initial sin. Pain is a reminder that something is wrong in the human condition, that we are in need of 
something to make things right again and save us from what appears to be an impossible situation.  As Lewis suggests, 
God calls to us in the midst of pain, reminding us that our greatest need is to be restored to right relationship with Him. For 
the Christ follower in pain, suffering serves to both remind us of the fallen condition of the world while also encouraging us 
to trust God with whatever it is that is causing hurt. But He also promises to use pain and suffering to achieve redemption 
in our lives.

GOD USeS PaIn anD SUfferInG reDemPTIVely In OUr lIVeS fOr OUr GOOD anD HIS GlOry. 

 In Romans 8:28, Paul says that, “for those who love God, all things work together for good, for those who are called 
according to His purpose.” In making this statement, Paul is pointing out the reversals of fortune that come through the 
hand of the Father in Christ. That is, no matter what happens to a Christ-follower, God will take that happening and use it 
for good in that person’s life.    

 In the final ten chapters of Genesis, Joseph becomes an example of one who is able to properly see the hand of 
God in the midst of his own trials. Joseph was betrayed and sold into slavery by his jealous brothers. His reputation was 
trampled under deceptive accusation. He was thrown in prison for a crime he didn’t commit. Fellow prisoners broke a pact 
that would have set him free. He suffered countless injustices at the hands of a foreign people. After rightly interpreting 
the king’s dream, Joseph rose to become the second most powerful man in Egypt. Many years after being betrayed by his 
brothers, Joseph was able to confront them. Not knowing Joseph’s true identity, they come to him for food in the midst of 
a drought. During the encounter, Joseph reveals that he is their brother. Now with power on his side, Joseph finally has a 
chance to get even.

 Trembling in his presence, the brothers fully expect Joseph to pour out retribution in the place of grain. But in 
Genesis 50:20, Joseph offers a bewildering response, saying, “You intended to harm me, but God intended it for good 
to accomplish what is now being done, the saving of many lives.” Incredibly, instead of storing up years of anger and 
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 sportspersons who follow Jesus need 
a strong theological framework with 
which to understand life’s trials and 

suffering. While pain is an inevitable reality of the broken world in which we live, 
god is able to achieve good through even the most challenging of circumstances. 
god uses the painful experiences we have to draw us toward dependency on him, to 
work redemption in our lives, to make us more like Jesus, and to stir in us hope for his 
coming kingdom.

OUr VIew Of GOD DeTermIneS OUr reSPOnSe TO PaIn.

 Jesus assures us that in this world there will be pain, tribulation and suffering (John 16:33). No one is exempt from 
facing grief or pain, even the most mature believer. Pain is simply the reality of life outside the garden, where the comforts 
of Eden are buried under a long history of humans in rebellion toward God. That all will face pain in some form is a given, 
but how we respond to pain will reflect our view of God and determine the journey of our life.

 The Psalmist says, “The fool says in his heart, ‘there is no God.’” The problem of pain in the world is likely a person’s 
greatest apologetic for this conclusion. While the conclusion that there is no God is faulty, an insistence on asking where an 
all-powerful and all-knowing God intersects human suffering is honest and profound. How we wrestle with the problem of 
pain will strongly shape the course of our lives. This is because pain ultimately demands a response, and the choices at our 
disposal lead to growth or demise; they push us toward God or further away from God.

 Athletes are taught to endure physical pain for the sake of stretching their body to reach full athletic potential. Thus, 
they are tutored by maxims that become routine as one progresses up the chain of competition. A few of these include: “No 
pain, no gain;” “Pain is just weakness leaving the body;” “Suffer the pain of discipline or suffer the pain of regret.” Therefore, 
elite athletes are predisposed to have a category for enduring physical pain for the sake of athletic success. 

 However, there are other types of pain that even physical training cannot contain. Laurell K. Hamilton writes, “There 
are wounds that never show on the body that are deeper and more hurtful than anything that bleeds.” Athletes have all 
sorts of experiences that cause emotional or spiritual pain. Some of these include: a season-ending injury, the benching that 
calls into question all previous training, the betrayal of a teammate or coach, a season-ending loss, or the end of a career. 
Many elite athletes mask deep insecurities, which may drive competitive success but cripple their psyche. An athlete must 
therefore establish a theological framework in which to process their experiences of pain. 

GOD USeS PaIn anD SUfferInG TO Draw US TOwarD DePenDenCy On HIm. 

 While our natural reaction to pain is to avoid or numb it, pain is a signal to our psyche that something is wrong that 
needs to be fixed. J.K. Rowling’s sage character in the Harry Potter series says, “Numbing the pain for a while will make it 
worse when you finally feel it.” Indeed, it has been said that some people won’t look up to God until they are put on their 
backs, which usually involves some form of pain. Perhaps God allows pain to strip away the veneer to reveal who and or 
what we really trust.
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 Paul suggested that to truly know Jesus we would first have to suffer as He did. This conviction even led Paul 
to rejoice in pain, saying, “I want to know Christ—yes, to know the power of His resurrection and participation in His 
sufferings, becoming like Him in his death,” (Philippians 3:10). Our relationship to Christ is bound to fully experiencing the 
weight of sin in this world through suffering—as He did while on earth. We are also promised that if we share abundantly in 
Christ’s sufferings, we can also expect to share abundantly in His comfort (2 Corinthians 1:5).   
 

GOD USeS PaIn anD SUfferInG TO GIVe US HOPe anD HelP US lOnG fOr OUr HeaVenly HOme.

 Romans 8:21-22 speaks of the “whole world groaning and travailing together in pain,” but the book of Revelation 
describes a day when evil will be judged and “God shall wipe away all tears from their eyes; and there shall be no more 
death, neither sorrow, nor crying, neither shall there be any more pain.”  Indeed, God will one day make things right by 
bringing judgment on all that causes pain and suffering. That time will not come until we are liberated from the sin of this 
world and brought to our heavenly home with the Lord.  

 The brokenness of the world spurred the writers of the Bible to long for another reality. While we are to be 
fully present in this world as God is working redemption both in and through us, we will experience the fullness of 
this redemptive work in another age.  Thus, Paul was able to say, “I consider that our present sufferings are not worth 
comparing with the glory that will be revealed in us (Romans 8:18),” and the writer of Hebrews could assert, “here we have 
no lasting city, but we seek the city that is to come” (Hebrews 13:14). This “city” will be a place where all things are made 
right, where Jesus will wipe away every tear, where there will be no more death or mourning or crying or pain because the 
old order of things has passed away (Revelation 21:4). In this future place Jesus will make all things new.  There is no doubt 
that we will face instances of great pain in sports and in life, but it is possible for these trying experiences to stir in us 
hope for the wholeness we will find in the age to come.

Q U E S T I O N S  F O R  R E F L E C T I O N

In what ways have you experienced pain in sports? How have these experiences  1. 
shaped you as an athlete? 

In what ways have you experienced pain in your life? How have these experiences  2. 
shaped your relationship with God and the person you are today? 

Imagine you are a sports chaplain, what are some helpful ways you might support an  3. 
athlete who has just suffered a career ending injury?

RESOURCES FOR FURTHER STUDY >>>
 
Brand, Paul. the gift of Pain: Why We hurt and What We Can do about it.  Zondervan, 1997.

Keller, Timothy, Walking with god through Pain and suffering. Dutton Adult, 2013.

Kreeft, Peter.  three Philosophies of Life.  Ignatius Press, 1990.

Lewis, C.S. a grief observed. Bantam, 1983.

Sittser, Jerry L.  a grace disguised: how the soul grows through Loss. Zondervan, 2004.

Yancey, Philip.  Where is god When it hurts?  Zondervan,1997.

bitterness toward those whose evil choices appeared to sabotage his life, Joseph acquires the wisdom of a greater 
perspective, seeing God’s ability to turn evil toward good. How much more true is Joseph’s insight in light of the cross of 
Christ? God works all together for good.

 To “redeem” something literally means to pay a required price to buy something back. But it can also mean to take 
a situation that looks bad and turn it for good, to create a transforming reversal of fortune for those involved. When God 
redeems a moment of grief into something beautiful, as He did for Joseph, He reveals His favor towards sinful humanity. 
Christ died for us and paid the penalty for our sins (Romans 5:8), but He also continues to nurse our wounds, piecing every 
aspect of our broken lives back together again. Christ’s ultimate payment on the cross manifests itself in a multitude of 
other mini-redemptions, weaving a tapestry made up of everything that happens to us and through us for His own glory. 
Granted, our definitions of “good” and “bad” regarding what happens to us must also be baptized and transformed to reflect 
the mind of Christ. This takes time.  But what a comfort it is to know that anything that happens to me, which I would now 
label as “bad,” in the hands of Christ will be redeemed into something “good” that glorifies Him and benefits me in the long 
run. God takes the brokenness experienced in our pain and uses it to strengthen us, to make us immovable under similar 
weight in the future, and ultimately to make us useful in serving someone else in similar travails.  

GOD USeS PaIn anD SUfferInG TO make US mOre lIke JeSUS. 

 If we are to share in Jesus’ glory, we must first share in His sufferings (1 Peter 4:13). Sharing in Jesus’ sufferings 
means experiencing pain that comes through identifying with Him as Savior, but also as human. The human condition 
presupposes a broken world, complete with more than enough pain to go around. Jesus subjected Himself to this 
brokenness by entering through a dirty manger and leaving on a dirty cross. Between these points, He felt the anguish of 
losing friends, disappointment with comrades, grief at others’ losses, and knowing that some people would not turn from 
their path of destruction.

 Jesus displayed a strength that emanated from His inner man. The biblical account tells us nothing about his 
outer stature but much about his inner strength, a strength forged through the empathetic suffering that comes through 
fully engaging the lives of those around Him, a strength forged through standing firm against Satan’s attacks, a strength 
developed while enduring the brokenness of a world He purposely entered from heaven. 

N OT E S
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 “this restriction has become the focus of my life; it has 
hit at the inner core of my being.” —injured athlete

TIPS & PRINCIPLES FOR THE ATHLETE

Stay Connected: Connect with people, either from the team 
or outside of that environment.

Injury Information: Learn about the injury and become 
familiar with the rehabilitation process.

acceptance: Accept what has happened. Recognize that 
setbacks do happen. 

be active: Doing some kind of training is more positive than 
sitting around feeling depressed.

Goal Setting: Set both long-term and short-term goals. 

Celebrate: Reward yourself often enough to be motivated.

Stick to the Plan: Don’t force recovery but be diligent in 
doing what you need to do.

Positive Self Talk: Use the word “YET” (e.g. I can’t run “YET”).

mindfulness: Mindfulness works, in part, by helping people 
to accept their experiences—including painful emotions—
rather than react to them with aversion and avoidance. Helps 
you answer the question, “What do I want to do today?”

relaxation and Imagery: Athletes have used imagery to 
increase blood flow to injured areas and reduce recovery.

FOR THE COACH / FITNESS PRO

keep in Touch: Build emotional support. Demonstrate positive 
empathy. Be a compassionate listener. Visit, phone, email, 
Facebook etc.

build rapport: Understand that frustration, vulnerability, anger, 
confusion are normal. Show emotional support by fostering 
contact and involvement

Injury reminders: Avoid repeatedly mentioning the injury 
during trainings.

be welcoming: If the athlete isn’t welcomed around trainings  
they could begin to feel a sense of loss from the change in 
relationship.

recovery Plan: Lay out a specific recovery plan as this helps 
the athlete feel more confident and capable.

Goal Setting: Help the athlete set personal performance goals 
and strategies . Ensure these are specific and achievable, based 
on movements, strength and endurance.

Stress: Stress leads to tension in the muscles so be mindful of 
issues that may cause extra stress on the recovering athlete.

establish a Contract: When an athlete is continuing with 
“destructive behavior”. 

Coping with Injury: The Psychology of being Sidelined
Injuries can be devastating, especially to individuals who are consistently active and training. The 
emotional and psychological impact of major injuries has the potential to restrict you for months or 
even years. You  can quickly suffer from a feeling of disconnect, especially if you are used to being 
part of a community of athletes. Feelings of being unwanted, envy, shame, guilt, isolation and fear of 
re-injury are common with severe injuries. There is risk of depression. However, with a game plan by 
the coach, trainers, rehab instructors and you, recovery can happen.

Decide on a long-term goal for your recovery. Make yourself accountable to someone who •	
can help you set smaller goals to reach your long-term recovery goal. 
How will you “celebrate” the successes of achieving these smaller goals along the way?•	
What do you need to do to ensure there are no long-term threats to your health as a •	
result of this injury?
Who can you stay connected to, both from the team and from other areas of life, who can help •	
you through this time when you could feel isolated?

RESOURCES >>> psychologywod.com/2013/05/19/coping-with-injury-the-psychology-of-being-sidelined/
On Mindfulness: helpguide.org/harvard/benefits-of-mindfulness.htm.  On Coping with the Emotional 

Stress of a Sports Injury: sportsmedicine.about.com/od/sportspsychology/a/injury_Coping.htm

trials &
transitions:
dealing with
injuries

CrITICal 
ISSUeS In 

SPOrTyoU oFten don’t think aboUt inJUries UntiL yoU have them, and the more 
serioUs the more imPortant it  is to reCover PhysiCaLLy, emotionaLLy and 

mentaLLy.  Like PLaying the game, reCovery needs a game PLan.
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While God does not cause the injury. He deeply cares for you as a person. Why might God allow pain and 4. 
suffering through our injuries? 
 
 
 

What are some practical ways that you can choose to overcome the troubles you have and find hope and 5. 
joy in your daily life? How might you begin to grow in your trust in God’s bigger picture? 
 
 
 

As you go through your day, who else is facing trials similar to yours and how could you be an 6. 
encouragement to them?

god, i trUst that throUgh my sUFFering and triaLs yoU are Present in my LiFe.  throUgh 
this hardshiP, Let me ContinUe to see yoU and others in neW Ways that i may not have 
seen beFore. i beLieve yoU have something more in mind For me. and as i have been 
enCoUraged by yoUr Word, Let me aLso enCoUrage my brothers and sisters in Christ. 

R E A D  J A m E S  1 : 1 - 1 2

What strikes you either positively or negatively in this passage? 1. 
 
 
 
 

If games or matches are a test of our ability and conditioning, then how might a trial such as an injury be a test of 2. 
your faith? 
 
 
 
 

What do you think James meant when he said, “Blessed is the one who perseveres under trial because, having 3. 
stood the test, that person will receive the crown of life that the Lord has promised to those who love Him?”  
 
 
 
 

additional biblical references on Injury >>>  Romans 8:32-39,  1 Peter 1: 6-9

bIble
STUDy

trials &
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injuries

 injuries in a sport are devastating, and cause a 
great sense of despair in what our purpose is and 
where god is calling us to be.  Why would god allow 
these trials and sufferings in our life? have you 
ever felt this way?

In this passage, James writes to fellow believers about 
persevering through trials and the testing of faith.  Put 
yourself in the position of these believers receiving this 
letter while they are suffering persecution.
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“the strongest oak of the forest is not the one that is protected from 
the storm and hidden from the sun. it’s the one that stands in the 
open where it is compelled to struggle for its existence against the 
winds and rains and the scorching sun.”    

—napoleon hill, motivational speaker (1883-1970)

Adversity is part of life. Everyone encounters difficult situations and some tragedies. Sport 
is no different. Keeping going is what differentiates those who succeed and those who 
don’t. When going through hard times, ask yourself:

What has kept me going when some difficulties have come my way?•	
What has helped me get through my hardest training sessions rather than just give up?•	
Who are some of the people in my life that I could turn to for help?•	
What am I doing NOW to ensure I am developing a healthy relationship with these •	
people?
What are some creative outlets I enjoy? (E.g. drawing, listening to music, painting, walking •	
in nature and meditation). How can I build them into my life on a regular basis?

Being shattered physically and emotionally has two possible outcomes: You become 
the viCtor or you become the viCtim. Adversity can help you grow both as a person 
and as an athlete. You can’t control what happens in life, but you can control how 
you deal with it.

DO’S

Develop a game plan to overcome obstacles instead of...

Own the situation instead of...

Calm down and focus on the next opportunity instead of...

Embrace the battle; it will strengthen you and give you confidence instead of...

Let yourself experience strong emotions instead of...

Spend time with the people you love instead of...

Meet the demands of daily life instead of...

Take time for rest and recovery instead of…...

DON’TS

Blaming others

Dwelling on it

Losing your temper

Focusing on  “Why me?”

Keeping them inside

Isolating yourself

Avoiding problems

Continuing to push yourself

trials &
transitions:
adversity
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P L A N  T O  B E  T H E  V I C T O r  N O T  T H E  V I C T I m

How can you make a personal action plan with these strategies today?•	
who can you connect with now to build relationships that will help you •	
become the vIcTOr?

RESOURCES >>>  
tips for overcoming adversity  www.essentiallifeskills.net/overcoming-adversity.html
3 Ways great Leaders handle great adversity  www.forbes.com/sites/mikemaddock/2013/11/26/
three-ways-great-leaders-handle-great-adversity

H O W  T O  D E A L  W I T H  A D V E R S I T Y
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Paul doesn’t say be thankful for everything but in everything. How can you begin to practice that? What are the 4. 
results in verse 6? 
 
 
 

Paul says he has learned to be content in whatever the circumstances (v.13). He is writing this letter from 5. 
prison. How has he learned this? What is the secret? 
 
 
 

Are there others in your community who are dealing with difficult circumstances? How can you    6. 
begin to help them from what you have learned today?

Father, i Want to thank yoU For yoUr Love and Forgiveness For my FaiLUres. PLease heLP 
me to deaL With the adversity in my LiFe With the strength yoU Provide. may i see yoUr 

PUrPoses in this Pain and groW throUgh the ChaLLenge? i Pray this in JesUs’ name.

R E A D  P H I L I P P I A N S  4 : 4 - 1 3

The apostle Paul went from being a self-righteous attacker of Christ-followers to the most fervent defender of their faith. 
He described himself as the chief among sinners in the Scriptures. That attitude filled him with grace and grit that allowed 
him to survive both his own shortcomings and the endless adversarial circumstances he faced in his missionary journeys.   

What are some of the attitudes or perspectives that Paul has as you read through the passage? 1. 
 
 
 

How can we rejoice in the midst of adverse circumstances we face personally and as a team (v. 4)? 2. 
 
 
 

His next attitude is gentleness (v. 5). Why would that be important on your team? 3. 
 
 
 
 

additional biblical references on adversity >>>  2 Corinthians 11: 24—12:10. Philippians 4:10-13.

bIble
STUDy
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 one of the great things about sport is that it is 
so much like life. nobody wins every match or game, 
and everyone has to learn to live with and deal with 
adversity. some of what we are dealing with is self-
inflicted and some of it has come upon us in ways 
that are totally beyond our control.  

If I make a poor decision, I really cannot blame anyone but 
myself for the consequences. However, if I face personal or 
emotional injury, I have to learn to deal with that in a totally 
different way. We cannot always find a reason or find 
someone to blame.
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“you accept squad rotation, but when you are on the bench 
week upon week it does become difficult when you feel you 
have got so much to give,” 

—Footballer darren Fletcher, after transferring  
from manchester United to West bromwich albion.

   Competitive advantage  www.competitivedge.com/“starting”-bench-warmer
RESOURCES >>>  the role Player  www.coachesclipboard.net/RolePlayer.html
   www.layups.com/8-ways-to-encourage-a-bench-player

CrITICal 
ISSUeS In 

SPOrT
You’re a dedicated sports person.  You’ve spent your life putting everything you have 
into training every day. Then you find yourself on your dream team, but with little playing 
time. Will you choose to handle the situation with dignity and sportsmanship that makes 
a contribution to your team OR to pout, complain and indirectly share your misery with 
everyone around you? How could you use your position on the bench as a source of 
motivation to improve? Really GREAT athletes are those who make everyone around them 
better. What can you do on the bench to help your teammates play better and feel better 
about themselves?

role Players.  Unsung Heroes.  True warrior.
To a large extent, an athlete’s identity is found in the sport, so when this is taken 
away through lack of playing time it can be a staggering blow. For the team to be as 
good as possible, everyone is needed. Substitute players are vital to the success of 
any team.  Your teammates playing ahead of you are probably people you respect, so 
there is no solace in wanting them to play poorly so that you can get playing time. 
Maintaining a positive, winning attitude can be frustrating when you feel you are not getting a chance to prove yourself.

ASK THE COACH

trials &
transitions:
decreased
playing time

Playing time can be a very selfish issue. Being a true team means players thinking about WE. How much of the ME are you 
willing to sacrifice for the team’s WE? 

What strategies do you think you could start doing immediately to help your situation?•	
Which strategy do you think you will find the hardest to do? Make up a plan to work towards improving this strategy TODAY.•	

8 PRODUCTIVE STRATEGIES TO COPE WHEN NOT PLAYING

WORK HARD

BE READY

KEEP IT QUIET

BE A GREAT TEAMMATE

REMAIN PASSIONATE

SERVE SELFLESSLY

SHED YOUR SELF- 
ABSORBED STATE

Don’t complain or make demands; instead ask the coach what you can do to improve your 
chances of earning more playing time.

When you’re not playing, frustration sets in, so giving your all can become quite challenging.

Always retain the mentality of a starter. Keep hope alive and prepare yourself daily as if you’re 
going to play the entire game. It may happen.

Other than the coach (see #1 above), it’s best not to talk to others about your frustrations. 
Venting can only hinder your chances.

Being a supportive teammate to players who are getting more playing time—time you want—can 
be difficult. Dealing with conflicting emotions will make you a better player and a better person.

Maintain your love for the game. Continue to be a fan of the game. Watch and enjoy other teams 
and players perform.

Serve the player you are in direct competition with by helping them with their game. You can use 
your insights when you enter the game.

Look at the bigger picture, such as team success, other player’s plights and the stress the coach 
can be under.
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If you are not getting much playing time what are other valuable contributions can you make to your team based 4. 
on your strengths and your roles? 
 
 
 
 
 

Who in your team or organization can you encourage with what you have learned from this passage?5. 

Lord i am FrUstrated. i Want to PLay more! heLP me to gain a Larger PersPeCtive 
oF my dreams to inCLUde the PeoPLe aroUnd me. heLP me CeLebrate their 

strengths and groW to Understand my strengths and roLe on the team

R E A D  1  C O R .  1 2 : 1 4 - 2 6

As you read this passage what words would you use to describe the attitudes we should have when we are 1. 
involved with any group of people? 
 
 
 

Even though this is written to a church or “body of Christ”, what kind of things do you see that would apply to your 2. 
team or athletic situation? 
 
 
 

What are the different roles and strengths that you see in various people on your team and organization?  What 3. 
role and strengths do you contribute? How would you describe their value and your value to the team? 
 
 
 
 
 

additional biblical references on frustration >>>  John 20: 20-28. John 21:15-22.

bIble
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decreased
playing time  everyone loves to play; that is the 

attraction of sport. at the elite level 
everyone is a great player but not 
everyone gets to play. how can i gain 
perspective to help me while i wait 
for my turn to play?
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STEPS IN mANAGING THE STRESS

RESOURCES >>> www.criticalincidentstress.com/coping_with_critical_incidents
Many countries and industries have their response protocol and strategy to critical incident stress 
management. It is best to look at what your country or industry uses. an example from the Uk is www.acpo.
police.uk/documents/crime/2007/200708-cba-critical-incident-management.pdf

CrITICal 
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 in 1993, the zambian national Football team was enroute to 
play senegal in a World Cup qualifier. tragically, their flight went 
down just 500m off the coast of Libreville, gabon, killing all 25 people 
on board. never before had this nation had to cope with a sporting 
catastrophe of this magnitude.

How do you think you would respond if you experienced a critical incident in sport or 
involving sports people?  Do you have the tools to process the event over time or to help 
others do the same?

A critical incident is an emergency situation that causes a person to experience unusually 
strong thoughts, emotions and/or physical effects which may impair their ability to 
cope, either at the scene or later. Critical incidents are not unique to sport. Yet, in the 
world of high profile sports, critical incidents do gain a lot of media coverage. Critical 
incident stress management can help you value, recognize and normalize reactions to 
an abnormal event.

1.   Group Defusing
within 8 Hours of the Event.  Allow 20 minutes to 1 hour.

Group defusing, which must happen away from the incident location, allows individuals to share their feelings and 
recognize that trauma is a natural response to a critical incident. There could be shock, denial or anger.  The severity of 
the incident will determine whether a debrief is required.

2.   a Debrief
within 3 to 4 days of the Event.  Allow 2- 3 hours.

A trained professional should conduct the session and questions could include:
“What was the worst part of the incident for you?”•	  
This enables the mind to express the effects on the primal senses—sight, hearing, smell, taste and feelings. For 
instance, the smell of petrol may become traumatic for someone who has experienced a critical incident at a road 
crash.
“How does this make you feel?”•	  
This helps identify the emotional state of those affected. Athletes often need to help those affected to cope, deal or 
reconcile the incident for themselves.
“Where can you go for help and ongoing assistance?”•	  
Team doctors, counselors and  chaplains, be aware of other symptoms that may surface as a result of this trauma, 
such as chest pain or extreme anxiety.

A full healing is the desired outcome for survivors and observers of critical incidents. but realize that this will take time.

 the zambian national Football team created a new team, including the 
few original players who were not on the devastating flight. that team played in 
memory of their fallen national heroes, competing in the finals of the 2012 african 
Cup of nations in Libreville, less than a kilometer from where the plane crashed  
into the sea. they won that final and, for many, the healing process was complete. 

trials &
transitions:
dealing 
with a 
critical 
incident
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How does knowing that the Shepherd is with you in the midst of difficulty help to comfort you? Why? 4. 
 
 
 
 
 

Trusting in the Shepherd brings great confidence. What is the result of following the Shepherd in verses 5. 
5-6? Who else in your life needs this type of confidence and comfort?

my good shePherd, thank yoU For yoUr PresenCe to rest my mind and body, and soothe my 
soUL in times sUCh as these. Lead me to the right Person–yoUr advoCate here on earth–

Who WiLL be yoUr PhysiCaL PresenCe and in Whom i Can tUrn in times sUCh as these.

R E A D  P S A L m  2 3

What do you observe about the type of environment created by the Shepherd for His sheep? During a critical 1. 
incident what kinds of things can you do to help create a similar environment? 
 
 
 

The Psalmist talks about enemies. King David was a shepherd before he became king. He was known to confront 2. 
the enemies of his sheep, such as bears and lions. In sport, what are potential “enemies” (critical incidents) that 
sports people face?  
 
 
 

As you read again through Psalm 23, identify the verbs in verses 1-4 about what the Shepherd does on behalf of his 3. 
sheep. How would understanding God’s care and guidance help you to respond well to the incident? 
 
 
 
 

additional biblical references on Crisis >>>  John 10:1-38 Listening  
to the shepherd. I Peter 4:19-5:10 suffering with patience and trust.

bIble
STUDy

trials &
transitions:

dealing with 
a critical 
incident

 none of us like critical incidents, 
especially when they happen to us 
or to one of our loved ones. Critical 
incidents in sport are commonplace, 
so how can we react to them when 
they occur?
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calling & careers

THeOlOGICal
PerSPeCTIVe

Jesus’ call, “Come follow me,” is an invitation 
to be in relationship and to participate in 

god’s renewal of all creation. god creatively uses our experiences, passions, and 
gifts to guide us to vocations where we can live out Christ’s call. sports is one of 
many stations along life’s journey where one can live out his or her calling to follow 
Jesus Christ and participate in god’s renewal.

CHrIST-CenTereD VOCaTIOn beGInS wITH an IDenTITy rOOTeD In  
relaTIOnSHIP wITH a lOVInG GOD wHO CreaTeD US In HIS ImaGe. 

 When it comes to the Christ-centered concept of vocation, the question, “What do I do?” is not as important as 
the question, “Who am I?” God created humans intricately and wonderfully in God’s own image (Genesis 1:27; Psalm 139:13-
15). God’s love is the very fabric of our existence, as well as the driving force behind Jesus Christ’s work of joining us and 
redeeming us (John 3:16). Jesus called his disciples by saying, “Come follow Me.” The calling of a believer is ultimately not 
to a particular task but to the person of Jesus Christ. The foundation for answering the call to follow Christ is to find one’s 
identity as a beloved child of God, created in His image and dependent on His guidance. 

 The dominant message in competitive sports is that identity is based on achievement and independence. According 
to today’s world of sports, worth and value are based on quantifiable achievements such as a batting average, vertical 
jump, or number of championships won. Sports Psychologist David L. Cook says the greatest mental hurdle for athletes 
is the fear of failure because identity and self-worth are tied to a score. Rather than striving to prove one’s value by the 
outcome of competition, an athlete who follows Christ finds freedom in knowing her value has already been determined 
before competition begins. The first step of answering Christ’s call is to separate personal identity from performance and 
connect it to its rightful source—the love and grace of the Creator.  

GOD HaS reVealeD THe PUrPOSe Of wOrk In OUr SHareD CallInG aS fOllOwerS Of CHrIST.

 Work is an essential component of human life. After God created the heavens and the earth, all the plants and 
animals, God created humans. Then he gave them a job (Genesis 2:15). Work was part of God’s intended design. Therefore, 
work is good and is meant to point toward God. However, because it is the nature of sin to twist good things, work in 
the world today does not always reflect God’s design. Work is often treated as a means to an end, to build up one’s bank 
account or ego. It is also often dreaded and not enjoyed. 

 Ultimately, all Christ-followers share the same calling: to be faithful followers of Jesus Christ. Again, Jesus’s 
invitation to, “Come follow Me,” is ultimately an invitation to a relationship. This relationship will shape and redirect our 
concept of work to point toward God once again. Jesus said to His disciples, “As You (Father) have sent Me into the world, 
so I have sent them into the world” (John 17:18). Just as Jesus was sent, we too are sent by God to do His work in the world.

 As followers of Jesus, we ought to continually be observing the ways God is at work in the world through what 
we read in the Bible, our prayer life, what we experience, and the community of believers. Then the task is to apply 
our understanding of God to the world in which we live. For sportspersons, this world is often the sport in which they 

participate. Let’s give this a try. Jesus taught, “Love your enemies and pray for those who persecute you” (Matthew 
5:44) and He demonstrated this teaching on the cross as He died for and prayed for those who put Him there. Therefore, 
unconditional love is a characteristic of God that has the potential to be spread in one’s sporting context. Imagine your 
teammate quits and returns a week later to find he will have to run fifty hills to get back on the team. What would it look 
like to run with him? What if you lead players to pray for their upcoming opponents during the week leading up to the 
match? When we view our sport with our Bible lenses on, the opportunities for participating in God’s work are endless. 

 While defining the shared calling of all Christ-followers should be a task of continual exploration, writer Quentin 
Shultz offers this helpful summary, “Our vocation is to be caring followers of Jesus Christ who faithfully love God, neighbor 
and self” (Shultze, 15). In doing this, we are participants in God’s work of renewing all things (Ephesians 2:10). Whatever you 
do, whether you play professional football or paint the lines on the field, your work should be an expression of this purpose. 
To summarize, God calls us to a relationship of grace and dependence on Jesus. This relationship shapes our shared 
purpose: to participate in God’s work of renewal by loving God, neighbor and self.

GOD USeS OUr PaSSIOnS, exPerIenCeS, STrenGTHS anD weakneSSeS  
TO GUIDe US TO “STaTIOnS,” wHere we Can lIVe OUT OUr SHareD VOCaTIOn. 

 There are many facets to a life committed to God’s call. Shultze uses a helpful framework for thinking 
about vocation in both general and specific terms. He says that, in addition to our shared calling as followers 
of Jesus, God also calls us to specific “stations” where we can work out our faith concretely. Stations are the 
specific contexts where God places us to “keep watch” and work for good on His behalf. They include our jobs, 
situations and relationships (Shultze, 15). Making the connection between our stations and our vocation is a life-
long task of discernment. You may be considering whether to pursue your sport at the professional level, whether 
to start a dating relationship or get married, whether to accept a new coaching position elsewhere, or whether to 
leave a career in sport to pursue something else. How do we determine the stations to which God may be calling 
us toward or away from?
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whether or when to leave one’s sport? Our best guide is our shared vocation: to be caring followers of Christ who faithfully 
love God, others and self (Shultze. 15). As we continue to journey through life, God will reveal more opportunities to live 
out our vocation. Beginning a new job, getting married, moving to a new neighborhood, or having children all present new 
opportunities to be part of God’s work for good in the world. 

 Therefore, despite what many around us may imply, it is acceptable and often even wise to walk away from one’s 
sport (Page, 38). Every facet of the human–mind, body and spirit–is full of gifts intended to glorify God. An athlete may need 
to consider the sport’s effect on her long-term physical or emotional health. She may also want to reflect on whether the 
time and energy is being used in a way that fits with her personal joy, gifts, and God’s purpose. Every athlete plays his last 
career game, but all who answer Christ’s call are on their way to a sacred place where God will hold them in the palm of His 
hand forever (Nouwen, 107). We may, at times, quit one station to pursue another; however, we never quit following Jesus. 
God is composing a grand symphony of renewal in which we may play many parts. Though the time may come to pick up a 
new instrument, we never stop playing music.

Q U E S T I O N S  F O R  R E F L E C T I O N

Does a fear of failure impact your approach to sports or life? What would it look like if this 1. 
fear were removed? 

What are some potential ways you can demonstrate God’s love in your sport? 2. 

What are you doing when you feel most alive? 3. 

What in the world breaks your heart? What in your sport breaks your heart? 4. 

Where does your deepest gladness meet the world’s deepest need? 5. 

How do you know when it’s time to walk away?6. 

RESOURCES FOR FURTHER STUDY >>>
 
Buechner, Frederick. Wishful thinking: a seeker’s abC. HarperOne, 1993. 

Cook, David L.. PhD. Sports Psychologist. www.davidlcookphd.com/about-david-l-cook 

Nouwen, Henri, Chapter titled test the Call: discerning vocation, in discernment: reading the signs of daily 
Life. HarperCollins, 2013.

Null, Ashley. Chapter titled Finding the right Place: Professional sport as a Christian vocation, in the image of 
god in the human body. The Edwin Mellen Press, 2008.

Page, Holly, Chapter titled When is it okay to quit? in god’s girls in sports. Authentic Publishing, 2008.

Palmer, Parker J. Let your Life speak: Listening for the voice of vocation. San Francisco, Jossey-Bass: 2000.

Schultze, Quentin. here i am: now What on earth should i be doing? Baker Books, 2005.

 “Before I can tell my life what I want to do with it, I must listen to my life telling me who I am” (Palmer, 
4). To gain insight into the particular vocation God may be calling you to, it helps to reflect on one’s experiences, 
passions, strengths and weaknesses. Consider what gives you a deep sense of joy and purpose. What makes 
you say, “I was made for this!” Consider what you are good at and what you are not so good at. Henri Nouwen 
says that a sense of harmony and belonging are signs of vocational clarity (Nouwen, 105). When considering a 
possible career, it is helpful to ask whether it is in harmony with your purpose as a Christ-follower and your 
understanding of the unique ways God has created and shaped you. Frederick Buechner says, “The place God 
calls you to is the place where your deep gladness and the world’s deep hunger meet” (Buechner, 95). When you 
find something you deeply enjoy, are gifted at, in which you are also participating in God’s renewal by meeting a 
desperate need in the world, you have found a good fit that is well worth pursuing. 

SPOrTS IS a leGITImaTe VOCaTIOn In wHICH One Can lIVe OUT HIS Or  
Her CallInG TO fOllOw TO JeSUS CHrIST anD ParTICIPaTe In GOD’S renewal.

 For many, a particular sport is a career. Playing sports often produces feelings of joy, purpose, gladness, harmony, 
and belonging. In applying one’s entire self—body, mind, and spirit–to strive to complete a goal, one can feel as though he 
is doing that for which he was created. Play connects human beings to their Creator. World famous cellist Yo-Yo Ma puts it 
this way:

“One needs to constantly remind oneself to play with the abandon of the child who is just 
learning the cello,” Ma continues, “because why is that kid playing? He is playing for pleasure.” 

 But we are not called to a particular station in life to simply achieve personal gratification. We are called to participate 
in God’s work of renewal in that activity. We are called, in some unique way, to meet the world’s deepest hunger.

 There is plenty of work for renewal to be done in sport. Today’s understanding of what it means to live out faith 
in Christ as an athlete tends to focus on using sport as a “platform” to share the faith through team Bible studies or the 
testimonies of star athletes who have achieved cultural success. While God is at work in such ministry, it would help to 
broaden the perspective. 

 Following Jesus in sports not only means working with God through sport but also to sport. Jesus challenged the 
character of the culture in his day. In every sport, played at every level, there are aspects of the game that do not reflect 
God’s design for play and competition. The win-at-all costs mentality drives players, coaches and organizations to overlook 
the principles of fairness and integrity to gain an upper hand in competition. The human body is a gift created by God as 
an act of love. Rather than being treated as such, many athletes use and abuse the body to obtain an intended outcome. 
These are only a few examples. The world of sports is hungry for holistic healing. Today’s athletes who follow Jesus can 
participate in God’s work by challenging the standards of their sport when they do not reflect God’s design. 

 Sportspersons have the opportunity to follow Jesus not only by challenging the culture of sport, but also by setting 
an example that honors God’s purpose. Author Wes Neal challenges the belief of winning as only scoreboard results, and 
states that the athlete who believes in Jesus ought to strive for total release. He says, “Winning is the total release of all 
that you are, mentally, physically, emotionally and spiritually toward the goal of representing Jesus Christ in whatever you 
do” (Null, 325). In short, sports are a divinely inspired venue for one to experience God’s joy and participate in God’s healing. 
Therefore, it is a wonderful station in which one can answer Christ’s call to “follow Me.”

aS we COnTInUe lIfe’S JOUrney, GOD wIll  
reVeal mOre OPPOrTUnITIeS TO lIVe OUT OUr CallInG. 

 The words of former NFL coach Vince Lombardi, “Winners never quit and quitters never win,” are representative of 
what the sports world has to say on the topic of quitting (Page, 35). But are these words our best guide in decisions about 
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Potential emotional Consequences
Transition out of your sport may be accompanied by the 
following maladjustment expressions:

Emotional distress (characterized by an extreme •	
dissatisfaction with yourself and your life, feelings 
of depression and helplessness, frustration and 
disappointment).
Social disorientation (such as feelings of isolation, •	
perceived lack of support, loss of social status).
Dysfunctional self-perception (overwhelming feelings •	
of loss, loss of identity).

Tips for Those already retired
A growing number of studies have shown that transition 
is not necessarily a sudden “cut” with traumatic 
consequences for retirees. If you are able to experience 
the process with gradual phases, the maladjustment 
feelings decrease. Cultivate feelings such as curiosity (in 
exploring new fields) and relief (from a sport that is no 
longer a source of motivation), which can facilitate your 
transition out of sport.

Tips for Those not yet retired
Retire voluntarily as long as it is feasible. The feeling •	
of controlling your retirement is much stronger when 
you retire through your own choice instead of being 
forced to retire, and has a positive effect on your 
adjustment strategies.
Be prepared and make plans for the future throughout •	
your sporting career.  Preparation enables you to 
anticipate your career termination scenario and 
minimizes the feeling of loss that could occur upon 
retirement.
Strive to develop a multiple-defined identity that is •	
not exclusively supported by your success in sport, 
but also by your social relationships, experiences and 
successes outside of sport.
Develop a nurturing and supportive network that will •	
give you encouragement in the transition process and 
a strong, reliable foundation. Cherish your friendships 
and social involvement throughout your career.

what aspects of your sport do you value enough to carry 1. 
into other life activities?

How has your sport met your need for personal security 2. 
and significance? How can you creatively attempt to meet 
that need when you are not involved in your sport?

T I P S  F O R  L I F E

calling & 
careers:
life beyond 
sport

CrITICal 
ISSUeS In 

SPOrT

 traditionally, there has been a tendency to view the end of an 
athletic career as a sudden and abrupt event, with the risk of serious 
emotional consequences and identity crisis. 

The average career span of an NFL player is 3.5 years. The average professional athlete’s 
career is over by age 33; for physically demanding sports, a career could potentially end 
as young as 28 years of age.  Another troubling fact is that 78% of NFL players, and 60% of 
NBA players become bankrupt, divorced or unemployed within 5 years of leaving the game.  
With these statistics in mind, you need to ask yourself:

wHAT ArE sOME OF THE FEELInGs yOu ArE DEALInG wITH In •	
TrAnsITIOnInG OuT OF yOur sPOrT?
DO yOu HAvE A HELPFuL sTrATEGy FOr cOnFrOnTInG unHEALTHy •	
THInkInG AnD FEELInGs?
wHO ArE THE PEOPLE In yOur LIFE THAT yOu cAn TrusT EnOuGH TO bE •	
TrAnsPArEnT wITH rEGArDInG wHAT’s HAPPEnInG InsIDE yOu?

RESOURCES >>>  www.zoneofexcellence.ca/Journal/issue13/Life_after_sport.pdf
  www.olympic.org/documents/elite_athletes/transition_adJUstment.pdf

“athletes die twice! the first 
time is when they retire from 
sports.” 

—daniel Prodan, romanian 
retired pro football player
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As you look to the future and plan your life after sport, in what areas do you need to apply these insights 4. 
right now?  Relationships?  Finances?  Health? 
 
 
 
 
 

Who in your life can offer you sound wisdom? Is there someone in your sphere of influence with whom you 5. 
can share this?

Father, heLP me to beCome a Person oF Wisdom and avoid FooLishness 
in my LiFe.  i reaLize that my sPort Career CoULd be very short.  heLP me 

to make Wise deCisions right noW, and then in my LiFe aFter sPort.

R E A D  P R O V E R B S  2 : 1 - 2 2

Pursuing sports takes focus and commitment. What is the Psalmist calling us to pursue with our whole life?  1. 
How do you think intelligence is different than wisdom? 
 
 
 
 

Identify the verbs (actions we take or avoid) used in this passage. 2. 
 
 
 
 

What are some of the benefits if we follow this advice? Consequences if we don’t? 3. 
 
 
 
 
 

additional bible references on life beyond Sport >>>   1 Timothy 6:6-10.  James 3:13-18. 
The book of Proverbs. Life after sport: depression in the retired athlete, Emma Vickers.

calling &
careers:

life beyond 
sport

bIble
STUDy

 all athletic careers come to a close, whether 
through age, injury, illness, exhaustion, or change in 
management. one of the scariest thoughts for an 
athlete is what to do and who to be post-career. if 
you are no longer an athlete, then who are you?  
it is often said that a sports star will die twice, 
the first time at retirement. 

The book of Proverbs was written to give “prudence to the 
simple, knowledge and discernment to the young and 
to make the wise even wiser” (Proverbs 1:4).  Acquiring 
wisdom and avoiding the pitfalls of foolishness leads 
to personal wellbeing, happy family relationships, 
satisfying work, and good community standing. 
Isn’t this what we are all looking for?
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what do you typically do with downtime or free time?1. 
Is your weekly schedule “realistic?” Does it contribute to 2. 
your mental, emotional and physical health?

Q U E S T I O N S

CrITICal 
ISSUeS In 

SPOrT

 “as athletes, we are often praised for our ability to focus 
on a goal and achieve it. We are dedicated to our sport and 
disciplined in following a rigid and heavy training schedule. 
Unfortunately, however, this focus and dedication to our sport can 
often be detrimental to other aspects of our life. in order to be the 
best athlete possible we should try to live a balanced life. but with 
so much time spent on sport, how can we find this balance?” 

– James tomkins, australian World & olympic Champion rower

CAN YOU IDENTIFY WITH ANY OF THE FOLLOWING STATEmENTS?
My TrAInInG scHEDuLE, rEHAb AnD cOMPETITIOn scHEDuLE TAkE uP •	
MOsT OF My TIME.
rELATIOnsHIPs wITH FAMILy AnD FrIEnDs ArE AFFEcTED by HOw MucH •	
TIME I sPEnD On My sPOrT.
I nEvEr sEEM TO HAvE EnOuGH TIME TO sTuDy Or FOr HObbIEs.•	
I cAn’T sEEM TO FInD A GOOD bALAncE OF My TIME.•	
THErE ArE ExPEcTATIOns On My TIME THAT ArE OuT OF My cOnTrOL.•	

An athlete’s time needs to be focused on his sport; it is a ‘job’ for many. But, it is essential for athletes to learn how to use 
their time wisely—because how they spend their time and with whom will impact not only their performance, but also their 
life. If you can find ways to manage your time well as an athlete or coach, you are setting yourself up with a skill that will 
be valuable for the rest of your life.   There are simple tools that can help you maximize your athletic training as well as time 
spent with family, friends, studies and personal development.

finding a system that works for you is of the utmost importance.
Find an annual planner and make a plan. Here is an example of a time management plan.

Break down your schedule into daily, weekly, monthly 1. 
and yearly outlines. Start with non-negotiable items and 
move toward negotiable items so that there may be 
room for decisions.

Pre-season/Lead-up training•	
 >    Season/Competitions
 >    Post-season/Off-season
 >    Recovery
 >    Study times

Exams•	
Assignments•	

 >    Holiday/Rest periods

Set aside 15 minutes at the beginning of the week to 2. 
review your weekly and daily schedule.

Put the times for these daily activities in your •	
schedule for the week: 

 >    Training
 >    Gym workouts
 >    Classes
 >    Recovery
 >    Time with family and friends
 >    Shopping for meals and cooking
 >    Other commitments

You may also want to accompany your daily •	
schedule with a “to do” list for the week

Make sure you have all of these things in one place.  3. If 
you get a training schedule, study schedule or anything 
else, put them onto one main document so that you 
know what is coming up and you are not surprised.

calling & 
careers:
time
management

  www.secure.ausport.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0004/313951/Whipper.pdf
RESOURCES >>>  www.olympic.org/documents/elite_athletes/athletes%20kit/acp-kit-en.pdf
 www.olympic.org/documents/Commissions_PdFfiles/athletes/athletes-kit/education_d_Print.pdf
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In the passage in Colossians Paul is in chains, in prison, where he has little control of his own time; yet he 3. 
requests prayer for how he uses his time.  How does this relate to your life as an athlete?   
 
 
 
 
 

How do the elements which Paul requests prayer for affect your own time management?  How do these 4. 
elements reveal what Paul viewed as valuable in how he spent his time?

Father, i thank yoU that yoU eXisted beFore time began.  thank yoU For 
eaCh day, Week and year that yoU have given me as a Person and an athLete 
in this earth.  heLP me to order my days in a Way that honors yoU, in a Way 
that heLPs me to be aLL that yoU Created me to be.  thank yoU that yoU have 
not asked me to be a maChine, bUt that yoU aLLoW me time to heaL, LaUgh, 

danCe and even moUrn.  heLP me to make the most oF every oPPortUnity.

As you read the above passages and reflect on how you have used your time in the last week, what comes to 1. 
your mind? 
 
 
 
 
 

Based on the passage from Ecclesiastes, how do the different elements of time (change, healing, training, 2. 
celebration) relate to your life as an athlete or coach?  What elements are missing from your time management 
which need to be implemented or adjusted? 
 
 
 
 
 

Lo rd ,  h e l p  m e  t o  f i n d  b a l a n c e.

R E A D  E C C L E S I A S T E S  3 : 1 - 8  
&  C O L O S S I A N S  4 : 2 - 6

calling & 
careers:

time
management

bIble
STUDy

 take a moment to think about your last week, what 
you did, who you spent time with, and even the things 
that took up your thought life. What we do with our 
time reflects what we value; it even shapes who 
we are and who we are becoming. 

For the sportsperson, weeks, months and even years can 
become so predictable that it can almost feel like someone 
else is holding the reins on your life. It is important not only 
to schedule time well as an athlete, but to spend some time 
thinking about why you spend your time on certain things 
and whether these things are helping you get to where 
you want to be physically and personally.
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 you know this truth as it relates to your sport. you’ve set goals 
and spent thousands of hours pursuing them. Without setting goals 
you may not have achieved your level of success. how have you done 
setting goals in life outside sport?

roles & responsibilities
Think of all the other roles you fill—son, daughter, brother, sister, friend, student, employee, 
leader, spouse, etc. Think of the different responsibilities you have beyond those related 
to your sport—perhaps you must attend class and study, help care for a younger sibling or 
work to provide for yourself.

Five years from now, what kind of person do you want to be? What character and behaviors 
do you want to display? What achievements do you seek? These visions shed light on what 
you’re aiming for—your destination. How will you get there? You can’t afford to wait until 
you retire from sport.

Passion
There’s much more to you than simply who you are as an athlete or coach. Consider 
these questions*:

What most excites you in or about the world?•	
What most angers you in or about the world? •	
If you could teach three things to others about what excites you in the world, what three •	
things would you teach?
If you could convey to others three things about what angers you in the world, what would you convey? •	
How can you use what most excites you to affect or change what most angers you? •	

Goals
Greatness doesn’t happen by accident in sports or in life. It takes focused effort that starts with written goals. Writing 
goals down will clarify what you really want, motivate you to take action, help you overcome resistance and let you see and 
celebrate progress.**

Aim for nothing  
and you’ll hit it  
every time.

—Zig Ziglar, 
author on 

leadership

CrITICal 
ISSUeS In 

SPOrT

as yoU think aboUt yoUr roLes, resPonsibiLities and Passions, 
set goaLs WhiCh WiLL heLP yoU move toWard Who yoU Want to 

beCome and What yoU Want to aChieve. make them:

RESOURCES  > > >  www.globalsportsdevelopment.org/goal-setting-young-athletes/
*   from the Path by Laurie beth Jones
** source michael hyatt blog; www.michaelhyatt.com/5-reasons-why-you-should-commit-your-goals-to-writing.html 

S

m

a

r

calling & 
careers:
life goals

T

pecific. Clear and unambiguous, i.e. “eat dinner with my friend every week” 
rather than, “Be a better friend”.

easurable. Results must be able to be measured in some way.

ttainable. Realistic and possible.

elevant. Connected to who you are and where you’re going.

ime-oriented. Definite starting and ending point.

Many athletes feel completely lost when competitive sports ends for them. Pondering roles, responsibilities, passion and 
goals will not only help you today, but also give you a sense of direction and purpose to make your transition to life after 
sports much smoother.
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If you could change one aspect in each of the following areas, what would it be? (4. 

 physical body•	

 relationships•	

 emotional and social growth•	

 financial stability•	

 spiritual development •	
 

Who could you talk to so that you have a partner to encourage you and hold you accountable to these 5. 
ideas? Write down the person’s name and make the connection. 

Father, yoU have good PLans For me iF i onLy WoULd seek yoU and yoUr 
WiLL. PLease heLP me to give thoUght to my LiFe so that i don’t end UP Like 
an UnWise bUiLder, not ComPLeting What Was started. i Want to Finish 

WeLL. i ask yoU to bring PeoPLe in my LiFe Who Can heLP me to do that.

R E A D  L U K E  1 4 : 2 8 - 3 0

What observations about this text are either compelling or challenging? 1. 
 
 
 
 

Jesus likens the building of a tower to the building of a life. What happens when the builder does not take time to 2. 
calculate the costs? 
 
 
 
 

Have you taken the necessary time to look at your passions, gifts, and skills, and set goals which go beyond your 3. 
sport? Why or why not? What may happen if you fail to do that now? 
 
 
 
 

additional bible references on Goals >>>    
Proverbs 21:5 set wise goals. Matthew 6:33-34  seek god before all else.

bIble
STUDy

calling &
careers:

life goals

 For the elite athlete and coach, sport is all-
consuming. rarely is there time to think about life 
past the next practice or the high quality recruit or 
the loss from the night before. go, go, go and never 
stop to consider life. 

The result? Disappointment, lack of direction, confusion, and 
brokenness. Who are you? What else might you want out of this 
life? Jesus challenges his disciples to sit down and consider 
what you are doing and what it will take to get there.
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money

THeOlOGICal
PerSPeCTIVe

god rules over all creation, including 
money, an earthly resource to provide for 
life’s needs. Contemporary sports culture 

often looks to money as its ruler, which threatens the good of the game and 
those who play. sportspersons who follow Jesus have an opportunity to display 
an alternative set of values and priorities, which acknowledge god’s rightful 
ownership of financial resources and a responsibility to faithfully tend to money 
for the good of others and ourselves. 

GOD IS THe rUler Of all CreaTIOn, InClUDInG yOU anD yOUr mOney.

 While we know that God has created and is Lord over all things, we sometimes have a hard time connecting this 
belief to our day-to-day relationship with money. A proper relationship with money begins with a proper understanding of 
God as the source, sustainer and supreme ruler of all things. In Romans, Paul says, “For from him and through him and to 
him are all things” (Romans 11:36). The abilities of a professional athlete and the money she is paid for her performance are 
created, sustained and owned by God. Therefore, God alone is the rightful master of your life, your sport and your money.

 In the famous Sermon on the Mount, Jesus says, “No one can serve two masters… You cannot serve both God and 
money” (Matthew 2:24). Francis Bacon represents the spirit of this verse in his quote, “Money is a great servant, but a bad 
master.” Clearly, the Bible does not identify money as being good or bad. However, when we attempt to satisfy our needs 
for happiness or security in it, it becomes an idol. It takes a place that only God deserves and we are in conflict with the 
first commandment. God’s promise to never leave us nor forsake us earns him the right to be the only one we rely on.

 God, as the ruler of all creation, uses wealth to accomplish his purposes. The Bible is full of instances when God 
gave great wealth to people as a means of blessing them. In the intriguing story of the spotted, speckled and black sheep 
in Genesis 30-31, we learn that man cannot stop God’s blessing. Another terrific case study on wealth is the book of Job. Job 
was extremely prosperous with many children and livestock, but God allowed Satan to test his faithfulness by taking them 
all away. Job’s response shows he did not hang his heart on his assets: “Naked I came from my mother’s womb, and naked 
shall I return. The Lord gave, and the Lord has taken away; blessed be the name of the Lord” (Job 1:21). In the end, Job is 
blessed with more children and his livestock doubled from what he previously owned. Is there any doubt from Job’s life that 
God is allocating wealth not by chance but with purpose? God, who has the ultimate power to give and take away, desires 
to rule our lives and our money. 

mOney IS an earTHly reSOUrCe In OrDer TO  
PrOVIDe fOr GOODS anD SerVICeS neCeSSary fOr lIfe.

 Out of his love and care, the Master of Creation provides the necessary resources for human life. Alongside God’s 
declaration in Genesis that every plant in the garden has been given for food we also find God’s command for mankind to 
work and tend the garden (Genesis 1-2). Money is an earthly resource to provide for life’s needs; work is the means God has 
given us to obtain this resource. To work means to create a value that can be sold or contribute to one’s living. This can 

refer not only to the work of a businessperson as well as the opus of an artist. For a professional athlete, his sport is his 
work. It is biblical to work diligently and faithfully in order to create assets. Proverbs 14:23 says, “All hard work brings profit, but 
mere talk leads only to poverty.” Considering work is a part of God’s plan for us to earn money to provide for life on earth, it 
makes sense for professional athletes to earn as much money as they can—within their personal values and convictions.

HOw mOney IS USeD refleCTS ValUeS anD PrIOrITIeS In lIfe.

 If you want to know what matters to people, one of the clearest indicators is what they do with their 
money. Jesus says, “Where your treasure is, there your heart will be also” (Matthew 6:21). As Christ-followers, 
what we do with our money should be consistent with what we believe about God and the resources he has 
entrusted to us. Money can be used recklessly and without reason or responsibility. It can also be used as God 
intended to provide for our needs and the needs of others. Our values and priorities should be reflected in how 
we give, spend and save. 

 According to a biblical perspective toward money, giving always comes first. In Deuteronomy the people 
are instructed to dedicate to the LORD every firstborn male of their livestock (Deut. 15:19). Faithfully tithing on all 
earnings is a way of acknowledging God’s ownership of everything. This became so important to me that I urged 
my children to tithe even when they received their first pocket money. When they were given 50 cents per week 
they had great joy in choosing how to give their five cents—supporting a poor child in Africa or helping provide a 
Bible to a child in Cambodia. They gave their five cents before spending anything. Sometimes, with their eyes filled 
with joy, they would double it and give ten cents. As soon as you become wealthy, ten percent will no longer be 
the right guideline. Giving from abundance is good, but it is not a sacrifice. The more one receives, the greater his 
or her responsibility to give. Make giving a central focus of financial decision making for you and your family.
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in which you are involved. Some choose high-risk investments in a way that flirts with gambling. If you earn more than 
enough you may choose to invest a limited amount with higher risk, but never risk your basic needs and it is best to err on 
the side of playing it safe. 

 Whenever possible, avoid debt. Develop a business plan that allows you to invest from your income. While there 
are voices that may encourage you to use debt as a principle for better asset management, possibly because of currency 
depreciation or tax advantages, these are often traps that cause you to pay back three times the amount borrowed. 
There are certainly exceptions. For instance, when you buy a house instead of renting, your debt is balanced by real value 
that can be liquidated. Young prospects, such as first round draft picks with a huge contract, are extremely vulnerable to 
acquiring debt before even turning twenty. With only ten percent of young superstars having a sustainable pro career, many 
are doomed to suffer financial stress because of their own misjudgment and the poor advice of selfish consultants. While 
avoiding debt from the beginning is preferred, paying back any debt you may have as quickly as possible is wise, even if this 
means reducing lifestyle expenses.

 While money is an earthly resource to be used for good, it is a source of temptation when it becomes the end we 
seek rather than a means for provision. Maybe this is why Jesus said, “It is easier for a camel to go through the eye of a 
needle than for a rich man to enter the kingdom of God” (Mark 10:25). Although money appears to be the god of professional 
sports today, this does not have to be the case. Christ-followers in sport have an opportunity to approach money radically 
different than our surrounding culture. We can demonstrate an awareness that all earthly resources have been entrusted 
to our care by God for our good and the good of others.

Q U E S T I O N S  F O R  R E F L E C T I O N

What are some of the messages about money that you have heard in the sports culture 1. 
around you? In what ways are these helpful or hurtful? 

How often do you think of your financial resources as belonging to God? How might this 2. 
perspective affect how you give, spend and save money? 

Is your money a source of temptation in your life? In the world of sports? How? 3. 

If you are an athlete, do you have a budget and have you begun planning financially for life 4. 
beyond your athletic career? What areas need more attention? 

Are there aspects of your finances that would benefit from the assistance of an expert? 5. 

As a chaplain, coach or team leader, how might you lead others toward having a proper 6. 
theological relationship with money? Develop specific ideas for your context.

RESOURCES FOR FURTHER STUDY >>>
 
Blue, Ron, Finances by the book.

Fooshee, George, ten Financial Principles that are biblical.
Viewable:  backtothebible.org/10-financial-principles-that-are-biblicalDON

 Being a good steward means taking good care of the earthly resources God has entrusted to us. Proper 
stewardship involves carefully planning for one’s future. Luke 14:28 says, “For which of you, desiring to build a 
tower, does not first sit down and count the cost, whether he has enough to complete it?” How you use your 
money should be determined through a decision making process and not left to chance. After creating a business 
plan that goes beyond your sports career, develop a budget. Be aware of your assets, income and expected 
timeline. Since it is difficult to predict the future, consider a best and worst case scenario, as well as a most 
likely scenario. Spontaneity without planning is chaos. After good planning, spontaneity or adjustments are okay 
because you have a strong reference point to return to if needed. If you need help, seek the advice of an expert. 
Stewardship involves working and carefully planning for the future—for the times when you are unable to work or 
when needs rise above your income. 

 Accumulating financial resources should never be an end in itself. Income can be given away, spent to 
support a lifestyle, used for the repayment of debt, to pay taxes, or saved. Lifestyle expenses, debt repayment, 
and taxes are all consumptive—meaning the money spent is gone forever. Only saving and giving are productive 
uses of money. Saving allows you to meet long-term financial objectives such as financial independence, college 
education for your children, paying off debt, major lifestyle desires, major charitable giving, or owning a business.

 Decide how much spending is appropriate by defining and quantifying your long-term goals. By doing this 
you may find a general rule that says: give away ten percent, put aside ten percent for the future, use the rest 
for you and your family. While this rule may apply if you have a limited but regular monthly income, it does not 
apply if you are a professional athlete in the middle of your career. The top earning time can end abruptly due to 
injury or if a contract is not renewed. Even in the best case, the career of a professional athlete is limited to ten 
to fifteen years. Therefore, professional athletes would be wise to plan their post career lives ahead of time and 
prioritize investments that will provide a continuous source of income over a long period of time.

 Invest wisely and seek assistance from trustworthy experts. Use your income during your career to build 
a foundation for your post career profession. Investing wisely will increase your assets. Jesus teaching implies 
that money should never sleep but always work (Luke 19:11-27). This being said, not every business decision turns 
out to be a beneficial investment. Have business opportunities checked by experts in the investment field and be 
chary regarding the character and skills of your partners.

 These instructions are to enable us to care for our money in a way that reflects our values and priorities as 
believers. If money makes it possible for you to accomplish good in the world, you can be God’s “shareholder.” You 
can provide for your family with great care and still have enough to demonstrate God’s unconditional love to others.

InCreaSeD fInanCIal reSOUrCeS SUrrOUnDInG THe PrOfeSSIOnal SPOrTS  
CUlTUre CHallenGeS THe GOOD Of THe Game anD THOSe wHO Play.

 According to the culture of professional sports today, it often appears that money rules all things. The teams with 
the biggest budgets can recruit the best players and often have the most wins. As financial resources associated with 
professional sports increase, the dominant motivation for sport shifts from the love of the game to the love of the benefit 
the game provides (i.e. money). When the primary motivation in sport is money, the good of the game and those who play 
is compromised by a win at all costs mentality, cheating, gambling, as well as people and systems that seek to exploit 
athletes for financial gain. 

 Stay away from gambling. When incomes are high there is significantly more temptation to participate in gambling. 
The reality is that whenever there is a winner there is always a loser. Sports betting in particular is popular because people 
want to use their knowledge about sports as an advantage. As the gain is greater in the case of unlikely results, gambling 
frequently leads to game fixing, which compromises the goodness of the game itself. Never participate in betting for games 
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 “by the time they have been retired for two years, 78% of 
former nFL players have gone bankrupt or are under financial 
stress because of joblessness or divorce… Within five years of 
retirement, an estimated 60% of former nba players are broke.”
  —How (and Why) Athletes Go Broke  
     by Pablo s. torre in sports Illustrated (march 2009)

Steve Jobs, majority owner and CEO of Apple, reportedly said in an interview shortly before he 
died: “It was never my desire to become the richest man in the cemetery.”

According to the culture of professional sports today, it often appears that money rules 
everything. The teams with the biggest budgets can recruit the best players and often have the 
most wins. As financial resources associated with high level sports increase, the dominant 
motivation for sport shifts from the love of the game to the love of the benefit the game 
provides (i.e. money). Elite athletes have trained their whole life for sport but possibly never 
think of life beyond. 

A famous English philosopher, Francis Bacon, once said, “Money is a great servant, but a 
bad master.” What does he mean? Have you experienced this in your life? If so, how?

money:
managing
money

CrITICal 
ISSUeS In 

SPOrT

T I P S  &  Q U E S T I O N S

seek out a mentor whom you can trust to provide you with unbiased advice concerning your •	
personal finances and life.

Establish a budget and develop good money management habits now.  •	

Avoid debt and gambling and pay off credit cards monthly to avoid high interest charges. •	

keep the bigger picture in mind.  your athletic career will come to an end at some point •	 so be 
prepared for the next step in life for you and your loved ones.

How can you get involved to help fellow athletes properly manage their money from the •	 beginning 
of their careers?

How will solid character (discipline, hard work, humility, etc.) help in the area of •	 managing your money?

RESOURCES >>> dave ramsey  www.daveramsey.com
   Practical money skills For Life   www.practicalmoneyskills.com

H E A L T H Y  m O N E Y  m A N A G E m E N T

SPEND 70%

SAVE 10%

INVEST 10%

GIVE 10%

spending is not a bad thing! but remember that you 
should only spend what you have available to you.

saving gives you a cushion in case an unexpected expense or emergency.

Investing for retirement and future goals in a way which allows your money to accumulate interest. 

you have been given opportunities as an elite athlete.  Give back to 
your community through your time, money, and care.
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What do you think the master expected? What do you think God expects you to do with the valuable life 3. 
and gifts in sport He has entrusted to you? 
 
 
 

What would it look like for you to invest your money wisely? What changes would you need to make? 4. 
 
 
 

Who do you know who could benefit from God’s truth about money? How could you help each other learn 5. 
more and become better stewards?

Lord JesUs, thank yoU For the giFts yoU have entrUsted to me, Like sPort, 
taLents, body, mind, oPPortUnities and money. yoU have given these For a 
PUrPose and i desire to knoW hoW to honor yoU With them. teaCh me yoUr Way 
oF Using money and investing resoUrCes. yoU are my master and i desire to be 

yoUr FaithFUL servant. i ask For yoUr Wisdom and obedienCe in this area. 

R E A D  m A T T H E W  2 5 : 1 4 - 3 0

Earning money from sports performance is part of today’s culture. The Bible talks often about money. 
Many know the verses, “For the love of money is root of all kinds of evil” (1 Timothy 6:10) and  “You 
cannot serve both God and money” (Matthew 6:24). The Bible offers wisdom for us as we seek to be 
stewards who glorify God with what we have been given. One passage that helps clarify what God 
expects from us as His managers is a parable Jesus told about three stewards. 

What about this story is new to you? What do you observe about the master and servants?  1. 
 
 
 
 
 

What did the “faithful servants” receive from the master? Why did the third servant not receive it? 2. 
 
 
 
 

additional resources on Stewardship >>>  Bill Bright, a handbook for Christian maturity, pp 273.

money:
managing

money

bIble
STUDy

 god is the Creator and owner of all. he is the 
provider and sustainer of all we have, from our time, 
bodies and abilities, to our money, influence and 
families. “the earth is the Lord’s, and everything in 
it,” Psalm 24:1. 

A steward is a manager of another’s household. As stewards, 
we recognize Jesus as our master and owner of all, and we 
acknowledge the only reason we have anything is by God’s 
love and grace. Therefore, we seek to steward and invest 
well everything He has given us. 
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 “an effective player agent can be considered a great 
equalizer of the bargaining power between an athlete and a 
professional sports franchise [team], serving to bridge the gap 
of unequal access to information in a situation where a well-
established corporate entity with vast resources sits across the 
bargaining table from an often young and naïve athlete.

—J. e. brown, georgetown University Law Center

As an athlete enters the world of elite sport, more and more time is needed for training, 
travel, competition and recovery. But other issues must also be attended to such as 
professional contracts, equipment sponsors, product endorsements, personal budgeting, 
drug testing, personal appearances, paying taxes etc.  Many athletes hire an agent to 
assist them with all these duties. Each of us must consider what our priorities are and 
understand the legal implications before signing an agent.

what Do I need from an agent? 
Consider the pros and cons of signing with an “important” agency that •	
guarantees the promotion of my profile worldwide or signing with a “small, 
medium-sized” agency that grows with me and ensures I will be a priority 
for them in all they do.  
A contract for the next season or more.•	
A sponsorship deal.•	
Sporting and legal professional counseling.•	
A long-term, “holistic” relationship that combines both a professional and personal.•	
An authorized person in place to defend my interests.•	
Legal support (FIFA / NBA Agent, lawyers).•	
Professionalism (knowledge of market, contract management, track record).•	
Problem-solving skills (contractual misunderstandings, late payments, internal •	
conflicts…).
Communication skills (calls, use of social networks).•	
Personal attention (visits, answers my calls and text messages).•	
Integrity (commitment to principles over their own interests)•	
Commitment to realize promotion and search for offers on my behalf. •	

RESOURCES >>>  www.sportsnetworker.com/2010/12/08/professional-sports-agent
An Athletes guide to Agents, Making the Selection  www.health.jbpub.com/ruxin/5e/

money:
the athlete
& the agent

CrITICal 
ISSUeS In 

SPOrT

what Does an agent  
need from me?

Loyalty (do I talk to other •	
agents behind my agent’s 
back?) 
Abide by the terms of any •	
exclusive contract if signed 
(one country, worldwide)
Accept the consequences •	
if I don’t abide by the 
terms (economic penalty, 
reputation)

who do you want in your circle?
Do you want your agent to be part of that circle?
would you be interested in having a spiritual mentor as part of that circle?

today’s eLite athLetes need to deveLoP a smaLL CirCLe 
oF trUsted PeoPLe Who Love and aCCePt them For Who 

they are, not JUst For their PerFormanCe or Fame.
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What do you observe in this passage? As you read it, how does the text speak to you personally?  1. 
 
 
 
 
 

What do you think the people of Israel were looking for in a king?  What do most athletes look for in an agent? 2. 
 
 
 
 
 

God does not reject His people for desiring a king, but He does give them severe warnings.  Why do you 3. 
think this is?  How are these warnings applicable to your situation? 
 
 
 
 
 

Observe the difference in the first king chosen to lead the nation of Israel (1 Samuel 10:23-24) and the 4. 
second (1 Samuel 16:7).  Identify some characteristics found in an agent  that will help you over a long period 
of time? 
 
 
 
 
 

Observe the three things Samuel commands the nation of Israel to do as they begin their journey with a 5. 
new king. (1 Samuel 12:24-25). Is there somebody on your team who could use this wisdom?

R E A D  1  S A m U E L  8 : 4 - 9  &  1 2 : 2 0 - 2 5

We can take comfort in the reality that God knows us and our needs intimately (Matthew 5:25- 34; 
10:29-31), He does not hide his will from us (Deuteronomy 4:29, Romans 12:1-2), and He delights in 
answering our prayers (1 John 5:14-15, Hebrews 4:16).  While all of these ought to bring us peace, 
they do not assure that our hearts and motives will remain pure.  Nor do they assure that we will 
consistently trust God to care for us instead of trusting others or the rewards of our work.

King Saul was the first king God appointed to rule the nation of Israel.  Yet he was appointed because 
the nation of Israel had rejected God as their king and requested a king like all the other nations 
around them.  The prophet Samuel was charged with the task of choosing Saul to develop and 
represent the nation of Israel.  Saul was the first king he chose and David was the second king God 
led him to after Saul also turned away to idols.

Lord thank yoU For the abiLity and oPPortUnity to PLay sPort at an eLite LeveL.  as i Choose an 
agent, heLP me to remember hoW yoU have Provided and Cared For me.  as i Progress in my Career, 
heLP me to trUst yoU as my ULtimate Provider. Lead me to an agent Who WiLL be trUstWorthy, deaL 
honestLy, and aPPLy Wisdom to heLP me beCome Who yoU have Created me to be.  i thank yoU For 

yoUr Word, For ansWering Prayer and For the CoUnseL oF Wise men and Women in my LiFe. 

money:
the athlete
& the agent

bIble
STUDy

 Finding and choosing an agent to represent you 
and your interests is a major decision.  the goal of 
this process is to transfer the burden of dealing with 
areas you may be unfamiliar or inexperienced in to 
someone you trust to act on your behalf.  this 
should give you freedom to focus and develop 
as an athlete or coach. Who do you want to 
represent you?
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